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• FACTORY-ASSEMBLED PRODUCTS ASSURE QUALITY, SAVE INSTALLATION TIME, AND REDUCE 

CALLBACKS. 

• WIDE VARIETY OF FEATURES AND STYLES TO MEET ALL YOUR PROJECT'S NEEDS, NO 

MATTER WHAT YOUR BUDGET. 

• PELLA'S STANDARD OFFERING OF ALUMINUM CLAD WINDOWS AND PATIO DOORS ARE BUILT TO 

ORDER IN 1/4" INCREMENTS AND NORMALLY SHIPPED FROM THE FACTORY IN 7 DAYS OR LESS. 

• PELLA STANDS BEHIND MOST PRODUCTS WITH A 20/10 WARRANTY, CONSIDERED ONE OF 

THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY. 

• PELLA IS DEDICATED TO THE IDEA OF THE POWER OF ONE:M THAT MEANS ONE DEDICATED 

REP, ONE SOURCE SUPPLIER, AND ONE STANDARD OF QUALITY. IT ALL ADDS UP TO ONE 

SMOOTH PROJECT. 

• TO DISCOVER HOW OUR DEDICATED REPS CAN HELP YOU, CONTACT PELLA WINDOWS 

AND DOORS AT 1-866-829-9051 OR PELLA.COM. 
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INDUSTRY CALENDAR OF EVENTS June 2002 

\ The Growth Advantage: Interiors 
Architecture 
Sponsored by the Interiors PIA 

June 9, 2002 
Chicago, Illinois 
For more information contact Marla Jo 
Bennett at 202-626-7543 or 
mbennett@aia.org 

The KitchenAid® Briva'M dishwasher is a first-of-its-kind. It 
can be used as a dishwasher or as a fully-functional double 
sink. Ideal as a stand-alone solution in small kitchens or as a 
companion to a full-size dishwasher. 

Call 

1-800-253-1301 

The Whirlpool Gold® Conquest"' refrigerator features clear 
drawers, shelves, and door bins in the refrigerator compart
ment to lend a clean, bright appearance and make it easy to 
see what 's inside. 

Visit 

www.insideadvantage.net 

Acoustics in the Worship Environment 
Designing for a Spiritual Experience 
Sponsored by the Interfaith Forum on Religiou: 

Art and Architecture PIA 
June 14-June 15, 2002 

Montreal, CANADA 
For more information contact Kristi Graves 
at 202-626-7544 or ifraa@aia.org 

The Whirlpool Gold® series GU1500 dishwasher meets thE 
government's ENERGY STAR® guidelines delivering greatE 
flexibility, performance, and capacity than ever before. 

appliances marries high tech with 
high style. Built-in ovens and refriger
ators make it easy to integrate these 
appliances into virtually any kitchen 
configuration. 
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AN IRRESISTIBLE AROMA INVITES ALI: 
TO THIS SANCTUARY FOR THE SENSES. 

HERE, STYLE AND PERFORMANCE 
LIVE IN PERFECT HARMONY, 

AND EVERY MOMENT I 

1s WRAPPED IN 1BEAUTY. ' 
E 

~ 

The perfect place for all things delicious. 
Inspired by the powers of KitchenAid. 

Welcome to the complete 

KitchenAid kitchen. 

From built-in refrigerators 

to dual fuel ranges and 

warming drawers, it's a 

total experience in power and 

precision. So every 

culinary dream is beautifully 

achieved in a kitchen 

designed to perfection. 

To learn more about these products and the entire 
KitchenAid® line, visit www.KitchenAid.com, 

or call 1.800.422.1230. 
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SIMPSON STRONG-WALL® SMEARWALL 
P-ROVIDES STRENGTH AND FLEXIBLE DESIGN OPTIONS 

ON FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS. 

With load values significantly higher than traditional 
shearwalls, Simpson Strong-Wall® can reduce the 
amount of wall space required for shearwalls, allowing 
for more windows and doors in your house designs. 

•Open up the view. 

• Let in more light. 

• Visualize the design options. 

• Available in 18-inch width in 8 and 9-foot heights. 

•Available in 24, 32 and 48-inch widths and 
8, 9, 1 O - and now in 12-foot heights! 

For reinforcement where you need it-even on 
the second floor-use Simpson Strong-Wall® 
Shearwalls. They open new possibilities in design! 
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CONNECTORS 
® 

Open your design options with Strong-Wair Shearwalls. 

SIMPSON STRONG· TIE COMPANY INC. 
800-999-5099 • www.simpsonstrongwall.com 
¢ The World's "No-Equal" Structural Connector Company 
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get inspired with 
Cedar Impressions®. 

New style. 
Random Hand-Split Shakes are 

a great addition to the siding line 

known throughout the industry for 

Perfection and Half-Round Shingles. 

Made from the patented TrueTextureTh' 

process, the 10-foot panels feature a 

10" face , with a natural cedar grain 

texture in 6 colors. 

New colors. 
Enjoy more color choices from the 

color leader, CertainTeed. New 

Barn Red, Heritage Cream, 

Buckskin and Prairie Sand 

make a total of 12 to offer 

more variety than ever 

before - from subtle 

earth tones to dramatic 

darker hues. 

New comer. 
Now there's a Perfection Mitered 

Cornerpost - designed to give a 

beautiful matching finish to 

Perfection Shingle projects, with 

the same double 7" exposure, 

authentic texture and 12 colors. 

Three new reasons to get inspired. All in 

a siding that never needs painting. Only 

from CertainTeed, the industry's #l siding 

brand. For a free information packet, 

call 800-233-8990, code 1061 or visit 

www.certainteed.com/ctl 061 . 

Certairi !dlil 
Quality made certain. Satisfaction guaranteed.'M 
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"What is the victory of a cat on a hot 
on it, I guess, as long as she can ... " 

tin roof? I wish I knew. Just staying } 
- Margaret, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
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HE ADE HIS TI ROOF - .. 
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I .AL. OW WE' E DO E THE 
E FOR HIS FRONT PORCH. 

When the great 

playwright Tennessee 

Williams wrote Cat on 

a Hot Tin Roof, he 

created formidable , 

enduring roles. But, 

when the Columbus, 

Mississippi, Chamber 

of Commerce decided 

to restore his birth 
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home, one thing was 

dear - Williams~ front { Tennessee Wi ll iams ' home - Columbus, Mississippi} 

durability of p'lastic. It 

comes with a factory

applied primer and 

can be installed using 

the same tools as classic 

tongue and groove. 

With ·the look and feel 

of traditional lumber, 

it has heart. Warmth. 

And - with a warranty 

that lasts for as long 

as you own the home -

porch hadn't been built of the same stuff as his 

... -~-...--~ . 

..................... 
~ ...... " . " ,. .. 

.. . .. . . -......... 
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characters. Restorers looked into 

possible materials. Most would 

require aggressive maintenance, 

something the Columbus Chamber 

of Commerce really wanted to 

avoid. Enter Tendura~ 

In the name of durability, many architects 

have foregone the romantic authenticity of 

traditional wood, compromising With cold 

alternatives. Stone. Brick pavers. Tile. Now, with 

Because it is made from 
by-product sawdust. no 
trees are timbered just 

to make TenduraPlank. 

Tendura, there#s a durable alternative 

so like the original wood it's being 

used in restorations throughout 

the country. TenduraPlankie is a 

composite lumber that combines 

the warmth of wood with the 

it's a wise choice. A TenduraPlank porch lives 

a long, long time. That's why the 

restorers of Tennessee Williams' 

home chose it 

People say the 

kitchen is the heart '" 

of the home. Used to be 

the tongue-and-groove front porch was its soul. 

It was where we thought, planned, and dreamed. 

Where the drama that is our lives took place. 

With TenduraPlank, the traditional wood front 

porch is back. With the warmth and tradition of 

simpler days, but the timelessness of great theatre. 

TENDURA 
QUA!. IT\' lHAT t'Nf>URI". 

tendura .com 1-800-TENDURA 







ONE OF NEW YORK'S PREMIER ARCHITECTS 

DISCUSSES VITRUVIUS, CREATIVE FREEDOM AND 

THE BEAUTY OF A SEAMLESS SINK. 

He's well-versed in the textures that make beautiful 

aesthetics of ancient Rome. complements to traditional 

He ca lls his architecture materials such as wood, 

"classicism with a twist." tile and stone." 

And he's a firm believer in 

Corian® sol id surfaces and 

Zodiaq® quartz surfaces. 

Meet Peter Pen noyer, 

a timeless architect for 

our time. 

Beauty, uti I ity, fitness. 

Pennoyer believes his 

bu ildings shou ld embody 

the basic principles of 

beauty, uti I ity and fitness 

set forth by the Roman 

.. .. . ,., 

architect Vitruvius. With a strong residential focus, 

Peter's designs are as functional as they are stunning. 

~ .. How do Corian® and Zodiaq® surfaces live up to 

·: such principles? Quite well. "They stand the test 

· • f~;•i<in .·:, of time aesthetically and structurally," Pennoyer 

says. "And they're available in a wide range of un ique colors and 

Taking off from the past. 

"We let the past serve 

as a point of departure," 

. says Pennoyer. "Our 

client can count on his 

house being singular in 

its gu ise." Corian® and 

· : Zodiaq® surfaces help 

achieve this aim. "The 

beauty of Corian® comes 

through in a great 

design," Pennoyer says. 

"Its flexibi lity lets you make the most of it. Zodiaq® provides a 

bold contrast with its crystalline look and brilliant colors." And 

with over 120 colors between them plus an array coRIAN~ 

of seamless sink options, our surfaces offer you 

the ultimate in creative freedom. Come exp lore 

the poss ibilities at corian.com or zodiaq.com. 

S OLi D SUR F A CE S 

ZODIAQ 
QUARTZ SURFACE S 

~ 
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from the editor 

walking on water 
do your clients expect a great house or a perfect one? 

bys. claire conroy 

• f you love houses-and 
! I'll take a wild guess you 
i do- you really ought to 

stop by Frank Lloyd 
Wright's Fallingwater while 
it's under renovation. 
What's more, your clients 
should take a look too. I 
was there for the first time 
just recently, at a preview 
sponsored by PPG Architec
tural Finishes (thank you 
very much), and I came 
away with two very strong 
impressions. 

The first was a renewed 
appreciation for the power 
and potential of custom 
architectural design. Really, 
how often does a produc
tion builder ask a customer 
whether they'd like to keep 
that lovely boulder on site 
and build the living room 
around it? The way the 
architecture is built into and 
out of the land is the great
est strength of Fallingwater. 

It's also the greatest 
weakness. Right now, if you 
visit, you can see uncovered 
portions of the sagging can
tilevers. You can view 
cracks caused by structural 
miscalculations in the 
house's design. And you 
can glimpse interior water 
seepage from weeping 
rocks and flat, gutterless 
roofs. But, they seemed to 
me forgivable inadequacies. 

This house is a living, 
breathing organism-with 
all the failings inherent in 
such creatures. It's a tri
umph of architectural 
invention. From this comes 
my second impression: 
Something can be success
ful without being perfect. 

Would that all your 
clients could see that too. 
Granted, they should expect 
a measure of function and 
personal safety in their 
house. But they also need to 
understand that each cus
tom home is a grand experi
ment, cooked up between 
them and their architect. 
Perfection really is too 
much to ask if the primary 
goal is to stretch, tweak, or 
reinvent the paradigm. 

Architects often use the 
idea of the cost-quality-size 
triangle to explain to their 
clients how the important 
elements of a custom home 
work together. Presuming 
the budget is fixed, you can 
have more size only if you 
sacrifice quality; or, you can 
have more quality if you 
reduce the size of the house. 
I think that geometry is a 
little misleading or, more 
accurately, incomplete. 
Emphasizing quality is gen
erally a good thing-quality 
of materials, construction, 
and so forth-but it may 
also set the expectation of 
perfection among clients. 

residential architect I june 2002 

Most people associate high 
quality with a lack of flaws. 

Perhaps a better shape to 
conjure is a square: cost, 
quality, size, and creativity. 
If the house is simply a 
lovely new box, with beau
tiful but tried and true 
materials, built on a flat 
building pad, then the cre
ativity quotient may be low 
and problems should be 
few. But if the house wraps 
itself into a hillside and dips 
its toes in a rushing stream, 
well then, maybe the home
owners should expect to 
apply a higher level of 
maintenance and scrutiny to 
the house over the years. 

While he occupied Fall
ingwater, Edgar Kaufmann 
Sr. regularly measured the 
deflections of the terraces 
to make sure they weren't 

Mark Robert Halper 

in danger of collapse. 
Unfortunately, its subse
quent steward, the Western 
Pennsylvania Conservancy, 
wasn't quite as vigilant. The 
conservancy is now making 
up for lost time with an 
$11.5-million restoration that 
should shore up the building 
for a good long time. It's a 
labor of love, because 
Fallingwater-although 
flawed-is one of the best 
houses ever designed and 
built. It is so much greater 
than perfect. ra 

Questions or comments? 
Call me: 202.736.3312; 
write me: S. Claire Conroy, 
residential architect, 
One Thomas Circle, N.W., 
Suite 600, Washington, 
D.C. 20005; or e-mail me: 
cconroy@hanley-wood.com. 

www . residentialarchitect.com 13 





I et t rs 
keep those cards, letters, and e-mails coming, folks. 

en garde on 
gardner 

hame on you for 
featuring an archi
tect and a philoso
phy that disrespect 

the environment, flaunt site
specific design, and ignore 
the importance of creating 
communities ("Mr. Plan 
Man," January[endash]Feb
ruary, page 44 ). 

This cover and feature 
article glorify Donald Gard
ner's success in making 
money. Just because people 
buy products does not mean 
the products are good, ethi
cal, or healthy. "Give them 
what they want" is not a 
forward-thinking approach 
to improving our built envi
ronments; it is a thinly 
veiled justification for mak
ing money without being 
accountable. 

The architect admits that 
his work is looked down 
upon by some design profes
sionals because he designs 
speculative house plans. In 
fact, I respect the goal of 
providing excellent, sustain
able, well-designed plans for 
people to adapt to their local 
landscapes and communi
ties. However, his interpreta
tion of creating house plans 
is hollow, regurgitated, and 
irresponsible. 

There is no merit in an 
architect who ignores our 
profession's tenets to use 

residential architect I june 2002 

natural resources responsi
bly and to cultivate livable 
communities. 

Mr. Plan Man does not 
refer to sustainability, to 
environmental impact, or to 
the social ramifications of 
his "100,000 houses 
stretched across the U.S." 
and the wider world. This is 
a disgusting and horrifying 
image to me, given the 
sketches of his homes. 

I say shame on you for 
swallowing this man's mar
keting hook, line, and 
sinker, without any critical 
thought or commentary. 
You show your magazine to 
be out of touch with the 
increasing interest in sus
tainability among the gener
al world population. 

Genevieve Urban 
Ratcliff Architects 
Emeryville, Calif. 

write to take issue with 
Messrs. Kaufman and 
Graybeal, who wrote 
letters expressing puz-

zlement and disturbance 
about your choice of sub
ject matter ("Letters," 
April, page 15). 

In more than 20 years of 
practicing architecture as a 
service business, I have 
come to see firsthand how 
much damage the elitist and 
condescending attitude of 
practitioners such as these 
two gentlemen have done to 

this profession. The very 
reason that Mr. Gardner and 
other plan providers exist is 
because the architectural 
community has failed mis
erably to understand the 
needs of the vast middle
class segment of the hous
ing market, and has failed 
to participate in directing 
the growth and character of 
that market. 

By valiantly trying to 
save humanity from itself 
and make it aesthetically 
safe for the cognoscenti, the 
architectural profession has 
chosen to cater to the eso
teric taste of our cultural 
elites and virtually ignored 
the huge market of the mid
dle-class home-buying pub
lic. We chose instead, as a 
profession, to concentrate 
on the tiny niche market of 
residential design where we 
can showcase our talents 
without having to worry 
about such things as afford
ability, buildability, and 
practicality. We are still 
busy building "houses for 
Mother" while the typical 

residential developer cranks 
out houses for the rest of 
the world. 

It should have been the 
mission of the architectural 
profession as a whole to 
address this market. The 
problems of "suburban 
sprawl" and unimaginative 
design for mass housing 
have been around since 
World War Il. It does no one 
any service to come around 
now and criticize those who 
have recognized this market 
and chosen to serve it. 

We can argue about Mr. 
Gardner and his aesthetic 
all day long, but he and his 
colleagues are not the prob
lem. The real problem is 
that our profession has lost 
its way by refusing to stay 
involved in the mundane, 
prosaic activity of creating 
a housing base for the mid
dle class and its middle
class tastes, warts and all. 

This is really a shame. 
The middle-class market is 
huge, and many an architect 
could make a very nice liv
ing serving it, provided 
there is a willingness to set 
ego aside and serve the 
market the way a country 
doctor serves his patients: 
by solving problems based 
on the client's needs. 

Wolff Garritano 
Principal 

Wolff Garritano - Architects 
LaFayette, N. Y. 

www . residentialarchitect.com 15 



L i fe at new he g ht s 

Want our free CDROM for architects complete 
with specs and CAD details ready to insert into 

your drawings: 1-800-829-9760 ext. 2003 
www.dreamelevator.com/ra 

IN D US TRI E S 
A ThyssenKrupp Company 

• Actual sales price may very due to applicable tax, fees, options and upgrades. 
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COR-A-VENT, INC. FAX by phone, VENT-FAJC.v 
Instructions, technical specs., 
drawings and other information 

P.O. Box 428 • Mishawaka, IN 46546-0428 
Phone: (800) 837-8368 •Fax: (800) 645-6162 

E-mail: ad@cor·a-vent.com about COR-A-VENT is available 
by calling our (800} 595-6158 
phone line. 

Website: www.cor-a-vent.com 

COR-A-VENT products meet or exceed all nationally recognized 
building codes for ventilation. Covered under patents #5, 054,254, 

#5,439,417, #5,542,882, additional patents pending. 
© 2000 COR-A-VENT, Inc. Made in the U.S.A. 
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AT THIS YEAR'S CONFERENCE: 

Construction 
• Need for Speed. Learn how to get to the finish 

line first by starting and scheduling jobs using 

slot construction techniques. 

• Ramp Up. Learn the crucial habits of highly 

productive supers. 

Sales/Marketing/Design 
• Pump Up Profits. Maximize profits by 

optimizing your options, upgrades and 

selections procedures. 

• Beat the Pack. Stay a lap ahead of the sales 

and marketing pack: find out what techniques 

the leaders are using to attract buyers to their 

projects. 

Business 
• Fuel For Growth. The two fuels for high-octane 

growth are land and money. Learn how to 

evaluate land deals and find the money required 

to sustain growth . 

• Tune Up. Revamp your company's internal and 

external components by training the next 

generation of managers to ensure sustained 

growth. 

Phone: 888.227 .6539 

bu i lderfasttrack@han ley-wood .com 

www.builderfasttrack.com 
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- - . HOME r APPLIANCES . 

TH~ INSIDE ADV.ANTAGE~"' 

'' I THOUGHT I KNEW EVERYTHING 
I WANTED IN MY HOME. 

THEN I WAS INTRODUCED TO 
THE PERSONAL VALETrn SYSTEM.'' 

Personal irotet ™ 
CLOTHES VITALIZING SYSTEM 



Installation requires a minimum 12-inch opening on the 

upper left side for venting. 

A 12" 

A minimum 73-inch high opening is needed to install the 

unit with bottom storage drawer. 

The Personal Valet"' systen1 unit is shipped with an adaptable 

mounting bracket and easy-to-follow installation instructions. The 

system requires no plumbing and plugs into a normal 11 Ov outlet. 

Unit also comes with a storage drawer and an accessory pak. 

Overall Depth 
Model Weight (including handle) 

White Door 117 lbs. 15-1 / 4" 

Biscuit Door 117 lbs. 15-1/4" 

Wood Panel Door 
(Cherry or Maple) 129 lbs. 15-1 /8" 

Mirrored Door 143 lbs. 15-1/8" 

INTRODUCE YOUR HOMEOWNERS 

TO THE PERSONAL VALET"' SYSTEM, A 

REFRESHING REVOLUTION IN FABRIC CARE. 

Plus, the Personal Valet"' system can give you a 

competitive advantage. To find your nearest distributor 

and learn about how you can get The Inside Advantage, TM 

call Whirlpool Corporation at 800-253-3977. 

y 

70.75" 
minimum 

72.25" 

The accessory pak includes two clothes 

hangers, one pair ef sleeve shapers, one 

body shape1~ two pants hangers and two 

draping bars. An assortment of weight 

clips is also included. 

Whirlpool Corporation, Benton Harbor, MI 49022 U.S.A. 

05/02 Printed in U.S.A. 

® R egistered trademark/ TM trademark ofWhirlpool, U.S.A. 
® l'resiva is a tradelllark ofThc Procter & Gamble Colllpany 

© 2002 W hirlpool Corporation. All rights rese rved. 
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Yo If you work hard to maintain a high 

UR level of respect, there's something 

we want you to know. We do too. 

Like making sure that Whirlpool® 

and KitchenAid® brands continue 

REPUTATION to have some of the lowest service 

incidence rates in the industry. 

Sure, it'd be easier to not sweat 

such details. But that would hurt 

IS ON THE LI NE 
the value of our brands. It 's a 

compromise that ultimately taints 

the reputations of the professionals 

WITH EVERYTHING who specify and install them. 

And that, we refuse to do. 

YOU CREATE. 

800 . 253 .3977 

insideadvantage.net 
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<>for your customer. i::ifor your company. 
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As a professional remodeler, custom builder or residential architect, The Remodelers ' Show is 

the complete industry event you need to succeed. With more than 350 exhibitors in over 

100,000 net square feet of exhibit space, you'll discover all the new products, resources 

and trends to keep your customers happy and your company competitive and profitable. 

The comprehensive conference program and NEW! demonstration workshops will give you 

the practical solutions you need for your business, marketing and technology challenges. 

For your customer and for your company, your success starts here-at 
The Remodelers' Show. 

:.- Not registered yet? Register online! 
www.RemodelersShow.com or call 800-681-6970 for more information. 

Register by September 30 and SAVE on conference packages! I 

Official Sponsors Official Publication 

Remodeling ~~~TION 
oF HoME Buu.DERS 

REMODEl1BS 
···-·-~---, 

Bringing You 
mu Entire 

Remodeling 
Market 

EXHIBITS: Oct. 31 - Nov. 2, 2002 
CONFERENCE: Oct. 30 - Nov. 2, 2002 
Indiana Convention Center 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Produced By 

CODE: A09 



What's behind the first residential in-the-wall 
toilet system? See for yourself. 

You 're looking at advanced plumbing technology. 

Not to mention a whole new way of thinking 

about bathroom design. 

What's so different? The Geberit Tessera'" toilet 

system puts the tank in the wall, creating an extra 

six to nine inches of leg room. That means there are 

no unsightly pipes to detract from the aesthetics of 

the design. And no china base to clean around. 

Plus, because the tank sits behind the wall, Tessera 

has a quieter flush than floor-mounted models. 

Circle no. 355 

Geberit Manufacturing, Inc. 
1100 Boone Dr., Michigan City, IN 46360 
U.S. : Phone: 219.879.4466 •Toll-Free: 800.225.7217 • Fax: 219.872.8003 
Canada (Quebec only): Toll -Free: 866.748.4646 •Fax: 514.648.8509 
All other provinces: Phone: 219.879.4466 •Tol l-Free: 800.225 .7217 • Fax: 219.872.8003 
www.us.geberit.com 

Installed in European homes for more than 

35 years, and modified specifically for the American 

residential market, Tessera is the one toilet system 

that can make any space, spacious. And any 

bathroom, a knockout. 

Need more information? Call 1-800-225-7217, 

or visit us on the Web at www.us.geberit.com. 

The Geberit Tessera in-the-wall toilet system. 

What you don 't see is as important as what 

you do. 

• GEBERIT® 
Advanced plumbing technology 





From customized casing to a standard double hung, we build windows and doors to your exact 

specifications. Visit www.marvin.com or call 1~800-236-9690 (in Canada, 1-800-263-6161). 

©2002 Marvin Windows and Doors. All rights reserved. ®Registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors. 
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ho m front 
tips and trends from the world of residential design 

master of the outback 
esidential design is an often-over- Not only does Murcutt 

looked specialty within the archi- practice residential design 

tecture profession. The world is almost exclusively, he does so 

fond of praising grand buildings commis- exclusively as well: He is a 

sioned by governments, corporations, and sole practitioner. He prefers a 

institutions, but reg- small, Sydney-based shop 

ularly snubs small- and small projects, allowing 

er, quieter struc- him greater freedom to exper-

tures designed for iment with issues of site, climate, pro- notes that, "His work does not fall into 

individuals. How- gram, and materials. With dozens of the easy sentimentalism of a chauvinis-

Portrait: Reiner Blunck ever, in the case of award-winning houses and a long list of tic revisitation of the vernacular. Rather, 

this year's Pritzker Architecture Prize, it 

took notice of a champion of environ-

mentally sensitive, regionally appropri-

ate custom homes, Australian architect 

Glenn Murcutt. 

In Australia, clients wait 
years for a house by 

Glenn Murcutt. Shown 
left to right: the Feder-

icks House exterior and 
interior, 1981-1982; 
the Magney House, 
1986-1990;andthe 
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Marika-Alderton 
House, 1991-1994. 

clients awaiting his services, those a considered, serious look would trace 

experiments are obviously largely sue- his buildings' lineage to modernism, to 

cessful. Jorge Silvetti, a member of the modern architecture .... " 

Pritzker jury and chairman of Harvard Although he works by himself on the 

University's Graduate School of Design, other side of the world from most star 



The Magney House on 
the South Coast in New 
South Wales balances 
openness to the view 
with shelter from the 
harsh sun. 

Anthony Browell 

architects , 66-year-old Murcutt keeps 

fresh and stimulated by teaching and lee-

tming around the globe. 

The 26th architect and the first Aus-

tralian to win the Pritzker, Murcutt 

receives $100,000 in prize money and a 

bronze medallion based on designs by 

Louis Sullivan. - s. claire conroy 

r e siden t i a l ar chi t ec t june 2 002 

writing on the wall 
ust because something's functional 
doesn ' t mean it needs to be home
ly. Braille Tiles by Toronto, 
Ontario-based designer Dennis 

Lin are so beautiful, tactile, and, well, 
communicative, you may want to 
spec them simply for their appear
ance. 

/ / j(' 

' /' 
/ 

Offered by Klinik in Toronto, the 
28 tiles represent each character of 
the braille alphabet plus blank and # 
signs, allowing you to create words 
or phrases . The 6-by-12-inch wall 
tiles are made from cast polymer and 
are finished with a gel-coat surface. 
The tiles can be affixed to walls with 
the same adhesive used for ceramic 
tile, but they can also be attached to 
other surfaces- indoors or out
doors-with the company's mounting 

Courtesy Klini k 

hardware. For more information on 
Braille Tiles, call Klinik at 
416.703.5978 or visit www.open
klinik.com.-nigel f maynard 

A 
ARCDURE AND DESIGN MUSEUM LOS ANGE LES 

La. story 
rchitect Stephen Kanner never 
imagined he'd be attending the 
opening of Los Angeles ' new 

Architecture + Design Museum barely a 
year after he proposed the concept: "We had 
about 3,000 people at the opening [in Janu
ary], so there's a real desire to have some
thing like this in the city." Kanner, director 
of the Los Angeles AIA, credits the muse
um's rapid development to a donation of Courtesy Frank 0. Gehry & Associates 

rent-free space in the city's historic Bradbury Building and in-kind contributions 
underwriting its conversion into an exhibit hall. 

Because admission is free, the A+D Museum will continue to depend on chari
table supp011 to reach its goal of four shows a year- three devoted to architecture 
and one to design . "Our mission," Kanner explains, "is to tell the story behind each 
project, so the public might better understand the architectural projects of L.A." 

The A+D Museum's opening exhibition is a trilogy of shows titled "Urban Inno
vations." Part one, "Urban Innovations: Shrine to Junipero SeITa," ran from January 
to April and displayed entlies for a local cathedral-design competition. Pai1 two, 
"Urban Innovations: L.A. Competitions," which surveys significant architecture 
generated by and for the Southern California region over the past decade, runs 
through June 6. The last segment of the trilogy opens June 20 with "Urban Innova
tions: Next Phase: 2x8." It will feature selected works by tw o students from each of 
the eight architecture/design schools based in the area. For more information, visit 
www.aplusd.org or call 213.620.9961.- shelley d. hutchins 
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home front 

calendar 

good design 2002 
chicago athenaeum: museum 
of architecture and design 
entry deadline: july 1 

Any product produced and/or designed since 2000 is 
eligible, including furniture, housewares, lighting fix
tures, appliances, and textiles. Scoot, designed by 
Johan Liden and Yves Behar, of fuseproject, San Fran
cisco, was one of the 2001 winners. The entry fee is 
$150 per entry, and winning submissions will be exhib
ited from October 2002 to January 2003. For details, 
call 847.895.3950 or visit www.chi-athenaeum.org. 

laboratories 
canadian centre for architecture, montreal 
through september 15 

In the wake of September 11, the CCA has 
overturned its 2002 exhibition schedule 
and organized this unusual initiative. 
Installations by six young Montreal-based 
architecture firms in collaboration with 
curators, artists, critics, and the public 
express ideas of how people may live in 

Michel Legendre, © Canadian the future. Interactive guided visits encour
Centre for Architecture, Montreal 

age museum visitors to comment on the 

24 

exhibition. In addition, a series of symposia, family 
workshops, roundtables, and lectures invites further dis
course. Shown: installation by Atelier Big City. Visit 
www.cca.qc.ca or call 514.939.7026 for further details. 

out of the ordinary: the architecture 
and design of robert venturi, denise 
scott brown and associates 
museum of contemporary art, san diego 
june 2-september 8 

The first retrospective on the 35-year partnership of hus
band-and-wife team Robert Venturi and Denise Scott 
Brown. The exhibition contains 250 models, drawings, 
photographs, videos, and objects regarding such works as 
the Vanna Venturi House, 
1959-1964 (shown). The 
exhibition is on display in 
the museum's La Jolla 
location, which was reno
vated by the firm in 1996. 
Call 858.454.3541 or visit 
www.mcasandiego.org. 

Rollin La France, courtesy Venturi , 
Scott Brown and Associates 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

housebroken 
rena bransten gallery, san francisco 
june 13-july 20 • This group exhibition explores the materials and ideas 
that make up the concepts of home and domesticity. 
Included are sculpture, drawings, photography, furni
ture, floor coverings, and wallpaper designed by artists 
and architects such as Bruce Tomb, An Te Liu, and 
Kate Pocrass. For gallery hours, call 415.982.3292 or 
visit www.renabranstengallery.com. 

pcbc 2002 
moscone center, san francisco 
june 25- 28 

Choose from more than 70 educational 
programs with tracks in design, business, 
marketing, construction, and land development. 
AIA learning credits are now available at this 
year's trade show and conference. Keynote 
speakers are Steve Wynn, Francis Ford Coppola 
(shown), Jim Collins, and J. Walker Smith. To register, 
visit www.pcbc.com or call 800.956.SHOW. 

sustainable city 2002 
segovia, spain 
july 3-5 

The second international conference on urban regener
ation and sustainability presents architects, city plan
ners, and environmental engineers with opportunities 
to discover recent advances in the field and collaborate 
with experts from around the world. Visit www. 
wessex.ac.uk/conferences or call 44.0.238.029.3223 
for additional information. 

continuing exhibits 
Ten Shades of Green, through June 29, Orange County 
Museum of Art, Newport Beach, Calif., 949.759.1122; 
An Eye for Detail: Architectural Elements from the 
Permanent Collection, through August 25, High Muse
um of Art, Atlanta, 404.733.4400; Skin: Surface, Sub
stance, and Design, through September 15, Cooper
Hewitt, National Design Museum, New York City, 
212.849.8400; The Chair: Sculptural Form in Wood 
1880-1960, through January 12, 2003, Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts, 612.870.3200. 

-shelley d. hutchins 

residential architec t I june 2002 



The best new tool for building pros 
since the invention of the hammer. 

lliJ@oO~ 'i 
1(;~f J~~:~~Wil~~\; ~';'" d j; The one-stop information source for homebuilders 

F'roducts -!It 

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly. 
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You'll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, 
and dimensions to installation instructions, reviews, and 
supplier locators. 

.ebuild .. 
THE PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE 
TO BUILDING PRODUCTS 
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You need a focal window supplier. Why? So you can count on fast service and fead times, measured in days rather than weeks. 

That's Mifgard. With 14 fun-scale manufacturing plants throughout the West and Mountain States, we're probably 

within a few hours of where you do business. Given our thorough product testing and the high fevel of quality you've come to 

expect from Milgard Windows, you may never need our fast dependabre service. 

But if you ever do, we'll be with you down the road. 
Circle no. 92 

1.800.Mll .. GARD www;mitgard.com 
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room at the top 
have you figured out yet who'll share your air rights? 

28 

by cheryl weber 

·· ichard Winston, AIA, 

and William Becker, 
AIA, are only in their 

50s, but they've seen the 
handwriting on the wall. The 
two founded Becker and 
Winston Architects 14 years 
ago in Philadelphia, building 
a firm specializing in resi
dential and institutional 
work into a thriving enter
prise that supports 20 peo
ple. As the firm grew during 
the ' 90s boom, the paitners' 
management tasks began 
taking them away from the 
passion that drew them into 
business in the first place
design and relating to 
clients. Simultaneously, 
some of the firm's rising 
stars were mnning out of air 
rights. Those factors, and the 
growing recognition that the 
firm needed to be reshuffied 
to ensure its continuity, led 
the partners on a soul
searching quest for the 
meaning of promotions, 
ownership, and Becker and 
Winston itself. 

"There was a firm culture 
we had to come to recog
nize," Winston says. "Per
haps more important, we 
had to understand how to 
assemble a lai·ger decision
making body and have it 
work effectively." 

The biggest step for a 
first-generation firm, 

whether it's a sole propri
etorship or partners who've 
shosen each other, is figur
ing out how to widen the 
inner circle. Even if sharing 
financial ownership is far 
down the road, to be com
petitive you have to keep 
talented people. Ralph 
Steinglass, FAIA, founder of 
the Manhattan management 

www.residentialarchitect . com 

consulting firm Team
builders, says it's not 
enough simply to pay 
deserving employees higher 
salaiies, which may be diffi
cult to sustain in slow years, 
or confer titles that too often 
are empty promises. 

"In some offices, there's 
a skepticism that comes with 
titles," Steinglass says. 

"They give the impression 
of moving up, but they don't 
mean the people receiving 
them know more about how 
the finn operates. The issue 
of giving staff increasing 
responsibility, authority, and 
recognition is even more 
critical now than before, 
because people seem to be 

continued on page 30 
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looking for more of a stake 
in the firms they're part of." 

Becker and Winston is 
still hashing out its long
term succession plan, but 
recently it put a rung in the 
corporate ladder by promot
ing three project managers 
to associates. The partners 
are guiding their investments 
by involving them in mar
keting and sales calls. The 
associates parcel out weekly 
staff assignments and inter
view job candidates. They 
participate in strategy dis
cussions about what kinds of 
jobs to pursue and help 
update the vision statement 
every year. "We wanted to 
give them a certain amount 
of policy-making decisions 
and build up a training peri
od," Winston says. "They're 

not only in a position to 
bring in jobs, but also to say, 
'Is this really in line with 
our goals for the firm?' " 

Becker and Winston dis
cussed the changes openly 
with all its employees, lay
ing out the road map for get
ting ahead. They know that 
promotion is based not just 
on years of service, but also 
on their ability to work on 
different levels, such as 
relating to clients and con
sultants and growing into 
support roles for manage
ment tasks, Winston says. 
Meanwhile, he and Becker 
are working on defining how 
the firm will measure and 
share profits, the criteria for 
offering ownership, and a 
structure in which their 

continued on page 32 

W hen should you start putting together a transition
of-ownership plan for your firm? Management 

consultant Mike Hall, Poulsbo, Wash., says 15 years prior 
to retirement is optimal, though it can be pulled off in 1 O 
years. Rather than hiring only a tax attorney, Hall recom
mends starting with a management consultant who spe
cializes in design and engineering companies. That's 
because most tax attorneys base their advice on their own 
industry. Accounting firms, for example, sell at one times 
annual revenues. Architecture practices sell for less than 
that, Hall says-between 30 percent and 60 percent of 
net revenues. 

When you 're setting up the basis for how shares are 
offered, the goal is to come up with an evenhanded 
approach that works for everyone and whatever the even
tual size of your firm. "You don't outgrow it," Hall says. 
"The system is driven by ratios and percentages, not 
numbers, and it's not tailored to one person." 

Karen Cooper, of Cooper Robertson Architects, New 

continued on page 32 

Satisfying customers is key to success. 
That's why Cliff Taylor designs with Reward Wall Systems. 
Reward's insulatin_g concrete forms (ICFs) let him create 

inviting and attractive structures that provide: 

•Creative freedom 

•Virtually soundproof interior 

•Stable temperature regardless of outside elements 

•Energy efficiency and durability 

Learn how t_he industry _ leader provides your 
customer with a better building. 

Visit www.rewardwalls.com, 
or call us at 800-468-6344 ext. 1705. 

Circle no. 341 
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If seeing is believing, 
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young associates will be 
able to purchase ownership 
by deferring profits. 

a piece of the 
rock 
In offices with broad-based 
ownership opportunities, not 
all shareholders are expected 
to become partners. Nor 
does holding company stock 
necessarily translate to vot
ing power. But in most 
architecture firms, the offer 
sends a message to individ
ual employees that they're 
on the right track. "When 
somebody owns even a little 
piece of the pie, there's a lit
tle swelling of pride, a feel
ing of their fate being in 
their own hands," says Kirk 
Gastinger, FAIA, Gastinger 
Walker Harden Architects, 

Kansas City, Mo. He and his 
partners began offering 
shares to some of their peo
ple 15 years ago. Now, 11 of 
the 30 employees own vari
ous-sized pieces of the firm, 
which means they are 
skilled enough to attract new 
clients, manage multiple 
projects and team members, 
and perform officewide 
responsibilities such as hir
ing and heading up continu
ing education. 

"If I thought of films as 
being organized either mili
tarily or around a family, 
we'd fall on the family 
side," Gastinger says. "In 
our office, 'owner' is a fairly 
fluid title. Our people know 
what the path to ownership 
requires, because I talk 

continued on page 34 

SoftPlan is the building 

York City, says writing a succession plan was a positive 
thing, because it forced her fum to get its accounting in 
order. And once the offers went out, the reception from 
employees proved they'd done it right. "We were shocked 
that people had the resources to buy in," she says. "But 
we do pay a salary plus bonus, and we'd made the offer
ing around bonus time. We try to make salaries and 
bonuses healthy enough that if people choose to partici
pate, they have the resources to do it, and we don't have 
to finance it." 

Your share price must indeed be supported by compa
ny cash flow. "Does your fum make a good profit and 
pay employees so that they're well-off enough to buy the 
offers you 're making? Can they buy it affordably over a 
period of time? Can the system work over a generation?" 
Hall asks. "There's a huge spreadsheet that demonstrates 
how it will work, a financial wheel that has to turn round 
and round. Next, you write the legal document to support 
that. Then, you deal with the leadership and management 
issues to make succession happen."-c. w. 

industry's leading software package for residential design. The 
choice of thousands of Builders, Architects, Remodelers, & Designers, SoftPlan 

impacts bottom line profits by increasing the speed & ease at which designs can be ~reated 
& edited. Create floor plans, elevations, cross sections, framing diagrams, material take 
offs, photorealistic 30 renderings & much more! 

Ca{( 1-800-248-0164 or Visit www.softplan.com for a Free Demo CD ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SOFTWARE 
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about it during performance budgetperformance,and those signals are loud and mentally, so the outcome is 
reviews. It happens two people who can mentor and very good at correcting better for both. "The part-
ways-they'll corne to us motivate staff," Hall says. behavior." In the healthiest ners have been making an 
saying they're getting ready "No one has everything, but firms, he says, offers of offer every year, the employ-
to rnake a career choice that put together a tearn that has ownership are often rnade to ee is choosing to reinvest the 
is rnore secure, or we'll see all those skills. In the end, the loyal receptionist, the bonus, and suddenly he or 
their star rising pretty fast all you have to know is that marketing coordinator, or she is invited to the inner 
and pursue thern. Ownership that's the person you want the junior architect who circle, for nothing rnore than 
entails increased responsibil- working for you instead of doesn't have a license. A buying another block of 
ities, but we're really look- [for] someone else." common rule of thumb is stock," Hall says. 
ing for a person who's con- Hall recommends a sys- that 45 percent of your As its in-house talent 
tinning to mature." tern whereby two-thirds of employees rnay be share- slowly matured, Cooper 

Mike Hall endorses that the annual profits are paid holders, and another 10 per- Robertson Architects, a 15-
methodical but low-key out to the partners and one- cent are principals. year-old New York City 
approach. The Seattle-area third to staff, with rnore furn, recently rnade that 
rnanagernent consultant, going to the people you've the inner circle leap. Two rnernbers were 
whose clients include the targeted as eventual share- Over the long haul, that rnade partners, bringing the 
large Memphis, Tenn., furn holders. "The owners of a arrangement is like a live-in total to nine in an office of 
Looney Ricks Kiss, says the firm will either rnake an courtship between partners 85 employees. Cooper 
criteria for offering shares in employee an offer or not and promising employees. It Robertson positions itself all 
a furn don't have to be for- rnake thern an offer," he allows both sides to observe over the board, frorn high-
rnal. "Look for good design, says. "Not paying someone each other through thick and end single- and multifamily 
good client relationships, a bonus, or not giving a thin and rnake decisions housing to new-town plan-
project management or stock option, is a signal, and about the relationship incre- continued on page 36 
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Spec TechShield® and breathe easier. 

Did you know that you should spec TechShield® radiant barrier sheathing to help your 
clients in the sunbelt save energy and keep their homes cooler? Radiant barrier 

sheathing has the greatest effect on lowering radiant heat gain in 
the attic, helping other energy-efficient features of the house work 
better. However, all radiant barriers are not the same. 

Some radiant barriers can hold moisture in the roof, but TechShield's 
innovative incising process lets homes breathe easier. The 

incisions in the aluminum allow moisture to escape, yet the panels 
still keep up to 97% of the sun's radiant heat from entering the home. 

That can lower attic temperatures by as much as 30° and significantly 
reduce energy usage. 

So, now your homes and homeowners will breathe easier. Now that's really cool. 

Ci rcle no. 271 
LP and TechShield are trademarks of Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. 
© 2002 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved. 
Specifications subject to change without notice. 
Patent Nos. : US 6,251,495 Bl; US 5,281,814 

www.techsh ield.lpcorp.com l 
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ning and educational facili- tier of people under them to drawing table," Cooper says. base," Smith says. "As I did 
ties- projects that can take sustain it, and so they adopt- "The partners aren't making major work with him, his 
years to complete. "In the ed a studio structure that decisions on every project." clients became my clients. 
work we've won over the opened up eight leadership He said, 'I want people to 
years, we'd competed positions. One studio is a merging of call Fox and Pow le because 
against firms that were not a responsible for small spe- minds they want to work with you.' 
full generation ahead of us," cialty buildings and new- Two years ago, Fox and There was always an under-
says principal Karen Cooper. town planning; the other Fowle Architects, another standing that he was culti-
"Yet, on several occasions, takes on larger architectural Manhattan firm, brought vating people to take over 
we heard that those competi- commissions such as high- two new principals on for him." 
tors seemed older and tired. I rises and other urban infill board when it merged with To back up their own 
think people do begin to projects. The top tier of each Jambhekar Strauss .Archi- intuition, the principals 
wonder if they should hire studio functions as a team, tects, also of Manhattan. But worked with a management 
firms with people in their with one person overseeing it faced its first major hurdle consultant who interviewed 
70s, especially in this com- three managers responsible in 1996, when three in- each of the candidates, test-
petitive New York market." for marketing, business, and house architects were invited ing their entrepreneurial 

Cooper Robertson spent technical issues. The shift is to join the founding part- spirit. Questions focused not 
the better part of a year invisible to outsiders, but it ners, Bob Fox, AIA, and just on their accomplish-
crafting its future. Part of allows the furn to plump up Bruce Fowle, FAIA. One of ments but on who had the 
the discussions centered on the bottom line while pro- those named principal was stomach for handling crises. 
w he th er the firm should viding a flexible system for Sylvia Smith, AIA. "I had In the final discussions dur-
merge with another compa- advancement. "It's a man- pretty good mentming from ing a weekend retreat, Smith 
ny. But the partners decided agement tool that gets deci- Bruce Fowle, who has great says, "there was a catalytic 
there was a strong enough sions made closer to the talent and a strong ethical continued on page 38 
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moment when the consult
ant asked us, 'What would 
you do if, God forbid, 
something happened to 
Bmce and Bob?' The three 
of us got on the edge of our 
seats and said, 'OK, here 

are the steps we'd take.' 
Right away, that reflected on 
the dynamic of the group. 
One person who didn't have 
that dynamic said, 'You 
know, I don't belong here. I 
don't think that way. I need 

someone to guide me.' " 
Fox and Fowle also put to 

practice their long-held belief 
in openness and collegiality. 
They called a meeting with 
the other associates to work 
out who would succeed to 

:~ 

partner and who would not, 
and the principals to be were 
asked to talk about their aspi
rations for the firm. "It cer
tainly was tumultuous," 
Fowle says. "We had in writ
ing the criteria as to what 
was appropriate for senior 
associate vs. associate, but 
for partner, it's mostly sub
jective criteria. There was 
some painful fallout." 

"It was a pretty intensive 
process," Smith agrees. But 
in the end, "there was an 
acknowledgment and appre
ciation of that group among 
the others. This office puts a 
lot of emphasis on communi
ty and mutual respect. 
There's no star system here." 

According to Mike Hall, 
partners make a fundamental 
mistake when they assume 
they're the best people to 
choose their successors. 
"The leadership is really 
chosen by the next genera
tion," he says. "If your deci
sion isn't supported by the 
people left behind, the day 
you retire is their last day." 

"I've seen people who are 
excellent designers and who 
keep clients happy still not 
made principal until they 
dealt with the issue of how 
they work with staff," Hall 
adds. "To make someone a 
partner who isn't good at 
empowering staff is the begin
ning of the firm's backward 
slide. It will reverse its sue-

.-'• ··' cess as soon as it gets a part-

DESIGNER DOORS"' 
PIONEERING POSSIBILITIES 

Circle no. 7 4 

ner who's in it for himself." 
So how do you cultivate a 

second generation that sticks 
together? Both Bruce Fowle 
and Richard Winston use the 
Myers-Briggs test to analyze 
the different personality 

continued on page 40 
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types on the management 
team and understand what 
makes each other tick. "It 
gave us a tremendous under
standing of what are the cor
porate rules for each of us 
given our proclivities," 

Fowle says. About once a 
year, as new associates rise, 
the group checks in with the 
same facilitator, who intro
duces them to Myers-Briggs 
concepts and ideas about 
what causes conflict, how to 

communicate, and how to 
listen actively. 

Becker and Winston is 
continuing to work with 
Steinglass on interpreting 
Myers-Briggs test results. 
Winston believes it's crucial 

to understand how your 
peers make decisions. Other
wise, he says, you're in for 
surprises. ''You'll have peo
ple who don't come along 
with what you thought was 
consensus, people who fol
low their own agendas, not 
thrnugh ill will but lack of 
recognition of differences. If 
some people are more intu
itive and others are more 
analytical, how do you get 
those two styles to mesh and 
come up with a collective 
decision? I think a firm 
needs to know how each 
individual fits into the core 
decision-making culture." 

However incrementally it 
happens, the act of letting go 
of something you've built 
with your own hands is emo
tionally laden. Will the peo
ple who fill your shoes- and 
perhaps use your name
have the same instincts, the 
same design philosophy, and 
carry on the same culture? 
Will you feel comfortable 
being there as a founder, 
without having full control? 

Fowle has faced those 
questions. But he puts them 
into perspective. "Now, we're 
in halfway mode where a 
tremendous burden is being 
picked up and I can focus on 
things I like to do," he says. 
"There's always the conflict. 
These people are trying to 
make a name for th ems elves 
after I'm gone. It's a balanc
ing act to make sure they get 
enough fulfillment and 
recognition, and I get the sat
isfaction of participating in 
meaningful work." ra 

Cheryl Weber is a contribut
ing writer in Severna Park, 
Md. 
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n early every issue of 

our magazine high-

lights an impressive architect. 

Yet, once a year we single out 

three architects or firms for 

special accolades. We call 

this editors' pick our 

Leadership Awards, and they 

come in three flavors: Top 

Firm, Hall of Fame, and 

Rising Star. Our winners are 

more than impressive, they 

are exemplary. They set stan-

dards that honor themselves 

and their profession. Please 

join us in congratulating 

them on their achievement. 
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top firm: pyatok architects 

in a country where most professionals strive to do well, 

michael pyatok wants nothing more than to do good. 

by cheryl weber 

ome years ago in a nice Seattle suburb, 
Pyatok Architects designed a group of 
condominiums for low-income renters. As 
constmction on the buildings neared com
pletion, people would drive by and ask the 

crew when the condos were going up for sale. 
"We'd love to buy one of these," they'd confide, "but 
we're worried about that stuff next door." In contrast 
to the firm's beautifully proportioned and detailed 
buildings, the neighborhood's market-rate housing 

appeared prosaic. 

Robert Cardin 

Michael Pyatok is interested not just in doing top-notch 
design for the poor, but also in helping them create com
munities they can invest in long term. 

It is not unusual for archi
tect Michael Pyatok's subsi
dized-housing projects to be 
mistaken for upscale condos. 
Pyatok, FAIA, who heads up 
a staff of 27 architects and 
planners in Seattle and 
Oakland, Calif., turns class 
discrimination on its head by 
designing below-market 
housing that would blend in 
with the best-designed resi
dential developments. In the 
past decade, the film has 
won more than 50 local and 
national design awards. But 
just as important, Pyatok is a 
savvy politician. He is a 
master at overcoming zoning 

residential architect I june 2002 



restlictions, the fears of suburbanites, and the chaos 
of a poor community itself to create a local infra
structure of services and income opp01tunities, so 
that tenants cannot only live safely and comf01tably, 
but also invest in their surroundings. 

"There's a political role to design," Pyatok says, 
"and that is the message it sends to the people living 
there and the generations afterward who live around 
it. If it's done well, it's like saying all those folks 
who collaborated to make the place- the communi
ty, the lenders, the developer, the insurance com
pany, the architect- had a high degree of respect for 
the people getting housing." 

the man with the vision 
As a low-income- housing advocate, Pyatok is 
uncompromising in his commitment to clients. 
When the Oakland Community Organization asked 
his firm to help rezone and develop a five-acre site 
across from an abandoned cannery in the Jingletown 
neighborhood, it was interested in not a fast-track 

residential arc h ite c t I j une 200 2 

Section 8 project, but one that hardworking families 
could live with long term. It took eight years to nav
igate the bureaucratic zoning and funding process 
and build the project. Pyatok hosted design sessions 
at the local Catholic church, hiring bilingual archi
tects to make sure he could communicate with all 
the residents of the 100-year-old neighborhood, 
many of them of Portuguese and Mexican descent. 

The result, in 1997, yielded 53 units, softly col
ored and articulated with bays, trellised balconies, 
and clean grids of windows. On the smaller homes, 
buyers were provided with blueplints for adding an 
attic bedroom and bath. Some homes have adjacent 
spaces for future garages with a bedroom above. 
Others have living rooms on the second floor and a 
bedroom on the first floor to allow for a home-based 
business. And many are paired as duplexes to blend 
in with the neighborhood's single-family Victorian 
and Craftsman-style homes. 

"Mike was the person who believed in our vision 
and said it could be done when we felt like industry 

Arch itectural photography: Michael Pyatok 
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Twenty sources of fund
ing went into Swan's 
Marketplace, a historic 
landmark in downtown 
Oakland. The complex 
includes a fresh-food 
market hall, restaurants, 
stores, co-housing con
dos, low-income rental 
units, live/work spaces, 
offices, and a children 's 
museum. 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

and the banks turned their backs on us," says Jingle
town organizer Susana Villarreal. Later, the cannery 
was transfo1med into a retail shopping center, and a 
charter school followed. "Because of our relationship 
with Mike, the next projects came in," she says. 
"Mike made sure we got things right. He was like a 
regular guy to us. People grew fond of him." 

Pyatok is that rare species of architect who 
eschews the star power that comes with high-end 
commissions. But he hasn't escaped celebrity status 
in his chosen niche. Tasneem Chowdhury, coordinator 
of the affordable-housing program at the University 
of Illinois' City Design Center, Chicago, likes to call 
Pyatok the "rock star" of affordable housing. "He is 
to affordable housing what Frank Gehry is to muse
ums," she says. "He can do a lot with little money to 
achieve a very upscale look." Professor Jim Stockard, 
curator of Harvard Design School's Loeb Fellowship, 
which Pyatok received in 1983, agrees: "Michael 
gives up nothing to the people who'd consider them
selves designers with a capital 'D.'" 

But Pyatok is not exclusively an architect of 
affordable housing. His other projects range from 
Oakland City Hall Plaza to Potrero Square Lofts
the conversion of a warehouse in San Francisco to 
market-rate housing-to Swan's Marketplace, a 
mixed-use historic public market. Currently in con
struction is Landmark Place, an elegant, $12-million 
condominium project in the heart of Oakland's 
Victorian district. 
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Four years ago, the firm designed some student 
housing with Esherick Homsey Dodge & Davis, San 
Francisco, which specializes in institutional work, 
aquariums, and high-end homes. "We had a good 
time working together," Pyatok says. "When I visited 
their offices, I marveled at their sample library and 
remar·ked that they had a completely different set 
from us-real wood, real mar·ble, real granite, brick, 
and metals I'd never seen before. I have these brief 
moments of, 'Gee, what did I do with my life?' But 
they only last about five minutes." 

education of an architect 
Pyatok was deeply influenced by his upbringing in a 
rent-controlled tenement in Brooklyn, N.Y. His 
mother was a strong advocate for tenants' rights. 
"Despite the meager physical conditions-a density 
of 100 units to the acre and 600-square-foot apart
ments-many things about those old neighborhoods 
worked well," he says. Because the rent was fixed, 
working-class families didn't have to spend more 
than 25 percent of their income on housing. And 
with the transit system nearby, a dime could get 
them to a network of employment opportunities 
anywhere within four boroughs. Other amenities 
made Pyatok's neighborhood livable too. Prospect 
Park, designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, was a 
shmt stroll away. And a two-block walk in any 
direction provided access to the drugstore, hardware 
store, fish and meat markets, and the local school. 

residential architect I june 2002 

Says Pyatok: "Those are lessons I brought to my 
professional work later on." 

In 1966, Pyatok finished the five-year undergrad
uate program in architecture at Pratt Institute. While 
in school, he lived at home, using a drafting board 
set on top of his bed, and commuted by train. "The 
realities of the conditions in which I was surrounded 
contrasted quite sharply with the kind of education I · 
was receiving," he says, "which depicted history as 
a string of heroes and major institutions as the main 
source of architecture." 

After graduating, Pyatok left home to continue 
studies at Harvard Design School. Professors from 
the Modernist movement, such as Walter Gropius, 
Jerzy Soltan, and Jose Luis Sert, reinforced his pas
sion for addressing social-justice issues through 
community design. Assignments included designing 
affordable housing for countries around the world, 
researching their needs and systems of construction. 
"All of that was fairly eye-opening," Pyatok says. 
"Harvard opened up some doors in showing me 
intellectually what others had been thinking along 
those lines." 

democratic design 
"Each one of Pyatok's projects is unique," says 
Professor Jeffrey Ochsner, FAIA, who heads up the 
University of Washington's Department of 
Architec;:ture in Seattle, where Pyatok is a tenured 
professor. "If he has a trademark, it's his response to 

At Swan's Marketplace, 
part of the existing roof 
was peeled away, 
exposing the network of 
trusses. The trusses 
enliven outdoor com
mon areas between 
housing units (left) and 
indoor common areas 
for co-housing owners 
(opposite, bottom). 

"there's a political 

role to design, 

and that is the 

message it 

sends to the 

people living 

there and the 

generations 

afterward who 

live around it." 

-michael pyatok, 

faia 
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Jingletown's 53 homes 
for first-time buyers slip 
graciously into the 
Victorian and Craftsman
style neighborhood, 
thanks to carefully com
bined colors, and details 
such as deep eaves and 
picket fences. Auto/ 
pedestrian courts without 
curbs create a plaza feel. 

"mike was the 

person who 

believed in our 

vision and said it 

could be done 

when . . . industry 

and the banks 

turned their 

backs on us." 

-susana villarreal, 

jingletown community 

organizer 

the people who are 
being served. Because 
his breadth of know l
edge is so deep, he can 
respond to what his 
clients know." 

Pyatok is consid
ered a trailblazer in his 
participatory approach 
to design. Under his 
guidance, community 
groups plan their own neighborhoods using a scaled 
site model and a kit of parts that includes residential 
and nonresidential elements. For an hour, each team 
assembles all the ingredients for the site and a sever
al-block radius. Then, the groups present their ideas 
and try to reach a consensus. 

In the next workshop, they look at unit layouts, 
exploring the possibilities for unconventional living 
and working airnngements. "Maybe someone wants 
a space to do untidy manual labor," Pyatok says. 
"How does that occur so it doesn't overpower the 
house?" A final session plumbs attitudes about what 
domestic architecture should look like. "Neighbor
hoods with rich cultural diversity are looking for a 
jacket that may hark back to their origins but also fit 
the context of neighborhoods built in the early part 
of the [20th] century," Pyatok says. 

Because of small budgets, the firm has had to be 
clever. Many of the homes are simple boxes, but the 
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use of bay windows 
makes small rooms 
feel bigger and brings 
in more light without 
adding to the founda
tion. And they lend a 
sense of security by 
allowing the resident 
to step into the space 
and look up and down 
the street. The firm 

also tries hard to create orderly roofscapes by col
lecting all the vents in the attic and bringing them 
up through a chimneylike cupola. "It costs a little 
more," Pyatok says, "but we try to hold onto those 
with cost savings elsewhere." 

A core group of experienced and socially com
mitted contractors makes that job a little easier. The 
firm prefers a negotiated bid in which the contractor 
is on board at the schematic stage. Engineering con
sultants accustomed to market rates or commercial 
conditions tend to overdesign, notes Pyatok. "The 
contractors show us ways of making savings in all 
those systems that don't necessarily affect the touch, 
feel, and look of the place." 

into the future 
Over the past several years, Pyatok Architects has 
had to tweak its own formula for profitability. The 
firm now seeks out institutional work, such as the 
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residence halls it's design
ing for the University of 
California at Berkeley. 
Those commissions pay 
12 percent of construction 
costs, compared with the 
6 percent to 8 percent 
paid by nonprofits-often 
too small a fee to cover 
community process and 
construction administra
tion. The new work has 
enabled Pyatok to offer paid vacation, holiday, and 
sick leave for the first time in the firm's 17-year his
tory. "In order to sustain a conventional approach to 
salaries and benefits, we can't just do nonprofit 
work," he says. "Moving away from that is a con
cern to me and something we'll be monitoring as we 
go along, to make sure we don't lose sight of the 
primary purpose of the office, which is to help the 
households most in need." 

Pyatok oversees the firm 's design work, but he's 
training junior partners William Bonville, Thomas 
Eanes, and Peter Waller to can·y on its mission and 
institutional memory. In another five years, Pyatok 
plans to have accumulated enough war stories for a 
second book about affordable housing. His first 
book, Good Neighbors: Affordable Family Housing 
(McGraw-Hill, 1996), written with Torn Jones and 
William Pettus, covered dozens of case studies from 
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around the country. 
"I'd like to do another 

book about our own work, 
to try to help others 
achieve high-quality 
affordable housing," 
Pyatok says. "The mission 
for the office is to set the 
bar as high as we can, to 
encourage everyone else to 
realize the debt they owe 
to the poor for performing 

work that's not well-paid but that makes the coun
try strong." 

He's optimistic about the future of affordable 
housing. Nonprofit corporations are patrons of 
architecture, he says, because they're driven to pro
vide the best for the people they're serving. And 
good design is good business, because it proves to 
politicians and lenders that they're not decreasing 
others' property values. Buoyed by his triumphs, 
Pyatok lectures constantly to universities and 
neighborhood groups nationwide, making sure the 
grass-roots affordable-housing movement spreads 
evenly, not just in the aesthetically and politically 
sophisticated Bay area. And that's good news for 
everyone. 

Cheryl Weber is a contributing writer in Severna 
Park, Md. 

At Villa del Norte, in 
Rancho Cucamonga, 
Calif., low-income 
rental units are orga
nized into clusters of 
six that face an inti
mate courtyard. Each 
stucco-clad home has 
a front porch, a fenced 
back patio, and a mas
ter-bedroom balcony. 

"if [pyatok] has a 

trademark, it's 

his response to 

the people who 

are being served. 

because his 

breadth of knowl

edge is so deep, 

he can respond 

to what his 

clients know." 

-jetfrey ochsner, 

faia 
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hall of fame: hugh newell jacobsen 

the master of modernist historicism proved that residential architecture 

can move forward while looking back. 

by bruce d. snider 

t is typical in design award programs that entries 
conceal the name of the architect. For a select few, 
however, that anonymity is difficult to pull off. The 
judges in a recent residential competition (not this 
magazine's) pegged one entry immediately as the 
work of a particular prominent architect, and they 

gathered around to admire it. The house expressed its 
central idea with directness and clarity, seasoning an 
urbane Modernism with knowing historical references. 

Portrait: Max Hirshfeld 

The plan unfolded effort
lessly, matching practicality 
with a stately classical order. 
The seamless execution of 
details showed the hand of a 
master. One judge comment
ed that this was a house he 
would love to spend time in. 
The panel nodded approv
ingly, then voted unani
mously to grant the entry no 
award. After all, this was 
obviously the work of Hugh 
Jacobsen, and, as one judge 
remarked, "He's been doing 
this forever." 

Well, not exactly forever. 

In the fifth decade of a celebrated and prolific 
career, Hugh Jacobsen still says his best building 
is "the one I'm working on now." 

But Jacobsen has been 
designing superb houses, 
reflecting and influencing 
the course of American resi-

52 

dential architecture, and win
ning assorted honors for long 
enough to be judged- fairly or 
not- by a standard higher than 
that applied to other architects. 
Jacobsen enters a lot of award 
programs, but there are few 
venues in which he doesn't risk 
being viewed as something of a ringer. 

It is a circumstance that Jacobsen views with a 
mixture of pride and bemusement. For, if many in 
the world of architecture take his achievements for 
granted, his success as inevitable, he has never been 
among them. And while entering award programs 
has always been his favored marketing strategy, he 
competes not simply to gain exposure or heap up 
accolades, but to have his work critiqued. "It is your 
obligation to trot out that building for judgment 
before your peers," he says. "The last crit you had 
was in school. When you do get one, it's very 
painful, but you learn. You go back and you try 
harder. We enter practically everything going by. It 
tells you a lot." 

It tells one a lot about Jacobsen, too, that four 
decades into one of the most celebrated careers of 
his generation, he still looks for approval, still seeks 
the perspective of others to improve his work. Such 
solicitude is surprising not only because of 
Jacobsen's stature, but because his houses, with 
their cool logic and effortless wit, seem so 
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inevitable, as if Jacobsen himself operated by a dif
ferent set of mles. Of course, none of it- the fine 
work, the recognition, the great career- has been, 
from the architect's perspective, either effortless or 
inevitable. Or planned. As Jacobsen explains, with 
the deceptive simplicity that characterizes both the 
architecture and the man, "I've just been doing what 
I was taught to do when I was in school." 

true calling 
School was Yale in the 1950s, where Jacobsen stud
ied under Louis Kahn and Vincent Scully. That sce
nario, too, may support the illusion of inevitability, 
but to a young Jacobsen growing up in Michigan 
and, later, Washington, D.C., the road to Yale and a 
career in architecture seemed anything but predes
tined. "I am dyslexic," he explains. "They didn't 
know about that as I was growing up." As a boy, he 
read a great deal but had difficulty with math and 
with academics in general. After stmggling through 
high school, he applied to nine colleges. "All nine 
shot me down." After a stint in night school, Jacobsen 
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Arch itectu ral photography: Robert C. Lautman 

Jacobsen's 1988 
Palmedo House 
refracts a Long Island, 
N.Y. , farmhouse form 
into six pavilions in a 
descending order of 
scale (above). The 
rear of the house 
opens to the site in 
classical Modernist 
fash ion (left) . 
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Jacobsen's discreet 
and respectful renova
tion of Piedmont, an 
18th-century manor 
house (1990), reflects 
both problem-solving 
ingenuity and a defer
ence to the building's 
historical value. 
Modern necessities, 
such as plumbing fix
tures and appliances, 
are either completely 
hidden or treated sim
ply as furnishings. 

studied business and accounting 
at the University of Maryland. He 
was on the verge of flunking out 
when he switched his major to 
fine mts and later graduated with 
honors. After a brief apprentice
ship with a painter, he landed his 
spot at Yale. 

"It was like I had found God," 
he remembers. "My whole life 
opened up because there was 
something I could really do." In a 
class of 11 that also included 
Robert A.M. Stem and Stanley 
Tigerman, Jacobsen absorbed 
Kahn's interpretation of the 
International Style. ' 'At Yale, the cry was that every
one was doing Mies or Corbu. Lou came in with an 
entirely different approach," says Jacobsen, who was 
deeply influenced by Kahn's historically aware, spiri
tually inclined Modernism. A half century later, the 
experience remains fresh in his mind. When he is on 
the verge of a misstep, Jacobsen says, "I hear Lou, 
saying, 'Don't go down that path.' " 

After graduation and a tour of duty in the Air 
Force, Jacobsen worked briefly under Philip 
Johnson, then returned to Washington, D.C., to 
found his own firm. "I got my license in 1958, and I 
hung my shingle with one client." The timing could 
not have been better. "I hit this town just when they 
were looking for another wave of Modem archi-
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tects," Jacobsen says. He and his 
wife, Robin, located in the 
Georgetown section, then on its 
way to becoming the city's most 
fashionable neighborhood. 

respectful modernism 
In his sophisticated, forward-think
ing neighbors, Jacobsen found not 
only kindred spirits, but a natural 
clientele. "I just started out doing 
this Modem architecture," he says. 
"I started remodeling. That's how I 
learned to build." In the four 
decades he has lived and worked in 
Georgetown, he has made his mark 

on more than 100 houses in the neighborhood, only 
one of which he designed from scratch. "I went into 
these old, 18th-century houses and just gutted 
them," he says, with a slight wince. Preservationists 
might do more than wince at the thought of all the 
crown molding Jacobsen has removed from the 
Georgetown Historic District. But his early work 
there established the dominant theme of a career 
that has done much to promote the value of 
America's architectural heritage. 

To be sure, he gutted the row houses he remod
eled, fitting them out in the spare Modernism his 
clients expected. But he did so in a way that man
aged to respect, even celebrate, the original building 
and its context. His work demonstrated how much 
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Modernism one could 
add to an old house
and how much old 
material one could 
remove-while not 
only preserving but 
distilling and intensi
fying its original 
character. From the 
start, Jacobsen 
showed an unerring 
eye for what is essen
tial and what is 
expendable. In 
Georgetown, he saw, 
"The thing that is 
more important than the individual house is the prog
ress of the street." By maintaining the appropriate 
overall scale and propm1ion of building elements, 
preserving the rhythm of the street wall and the line 
of cornices, he could take extraordinary liberties in 
other aspects of the building. 

"Abstracting the vernacular," he calls it, and with the 
exception of an occasional foray into pure Miesian 
Modernism, Jacobsen has applied and refined this 
approach in the design of more than 400 houses around 
the world. His work on existing buildings has ranged 
from the gut remodels of his Georgetown portfolio to 
exquisitely gentle restorations of historic buildings. In 
his new houses, he has typically sought to isolate the 
essence of a vernacular building type-Gothic Revival 
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farmhouse, New 
Mexico adobe, 
Quaker meeting
house, Greek tem
ple-with which he 
then animates a clas
sical Modernist plan. 

This fusion of 
historicism and 
Modernism is a sim
ple and beguiling 
idea, but, as attested 
by the abundance of 
lackluster Jacobsen 
knockoffs, one that 
is anything but sim

ple to pull off. One might be tempted to call his work 
Postmodernist, if that te1m had not become identified 
with a certain 1980s pop-arch detour (and if Jacobsen 
himself did not heartily detest any such association). 
Unlike much Postmodern work, Jacobsen's histori
cism, however playful, has always been respectful and 
affectionate rather than ironic. He has drawn on ver
nacular building types as a basis of auth01ity and a 
somce of emotional connection, not simply as a cos
tume. To improvise at this level while avoiding kitsch 
requires an intimate understanding of the history of 
Western architecture. Again, Jacobsen credits his 
teachers. "I was trained as a historian. I was always 
taught to look back-Lou was very big on that." 

Perhaps fittingly, Jacobsen mns his practice as an 

Island House (1989) 
marries a formal 
Modernist plan with 
forms and colors that 
reflect its Caribbean 
location (above). 
Jacobsen's early work 
in the Georgetown dis
trict of Washington, 
D.C., remains fresh 
more than 40 years 
after it was built (left). 

"i was trained as 

a historian. i was 

always taught to 

look back-lou 

[kahn] was very 

big on that." 
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The Greene House, on 
Maryland's Eastern 
Shore (1992), deploys 
five pavilions of equal 
size in a "V" formation 
surrounding a smaller, 
entry pavilion. The 
scheme reduces the 
building's apparent 
scale, creates a pow
erful entry sequence, 
and dramatically 
opens interior spaces. 

"it's a series of 

promises the 

house makes. 

the driveway is 

the roll of the 

drums. you must 

see the front 

door ... 

old-fashioned autocracy. At 
his Georgetown office, "It's 
my ball and my bat. I have 
16 guys here, and they each 
have a vote. And I have 23. I 
do all of the design. I watch 
the progress of the drawings. 
I red-line every stage. I do all 
the lighting." And while he 
shares construction adminis
tration with three senior 
architects ("I do cover Paris 
and the south of France," he 
admits), he is in nearly con
stant motion between proj
ects around the world. "I 
usually hit each jobsite about 
six times," he says, including 
every final inspection. His stature with prospective 
clients allows him to insist on control over interior 
design, which is specified in every contract he signs. 

pavilion as archetype 
Because they draw so heavily on local context, 
Jacobsen's buildings vary dramatically in their 
source materials. But they are bound by the common 
threads that make his work so recognizable. The 
eggcrate bookcases and ceiling-height doors are con
stant motifs, but a closer look reveals the classically 
derived order and schematic clarity of plan that also 
characte1ize the work. 
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Jacobsen's buildings are 
often assemblies of connected 
pavilions. And while skeptics 
might dismiss the approach as 
a mere trademark gesture, it 
offers clear functional bene
fits. For one thing, the idea of 
putting 7 ,000 square feet of 
house "in one lump at the top 
of a hill" gives Jacobsen hives. 
Broken up into modules, he 
explains, the same square 
footage takes on quite a differ
ent character. "It sits down on 
the land, and it doesn't shout, 
'Look at me-I've won!'" 
Pavilion houses also respond 
flexibly to changing occasions 

and family configurations. "They can grow and 
shrink." And all that surface area (heat-loss consider
ations notwithstanding) graces the spaces inside with 
daylight, views, and the cmiously satisfying feeling 
of being in a room that has its own roof. "It makes 
happy people." 

The pavilions reflect Jacobsen's style of work, 
too, which inclines toward small sketches on ad hoc 
materials. With a straight face, he allows, "I do 
most of my design work on the back of barf bags 
on airplanes." Working with modular pieces "frees 
up the architect considerably. It's almost like the 
bubble diagram." The pavilion form has served as 
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the primary vehicle for 
Jacobsen's exploration of 
archetypal shapes, most 
notably "that Monopoly 
form that I've been trying 
to purify." This gabled 
box, stripped to its sim
plest elements, shows up 
in numerous guises in 
Jacobsen 's work. "That 
form exists in about 14 
cultures around the world. 
It is the symbol for 
'house,'" he explains. "And a house should look 
like a house, not a pickle factory." 

Almost anyone can make a house look like a 
house. To capture so subtly and refract so variously 
the very heart of the concept requires an extraordi
nary fluency in both historical vernaculars and the 
aesthetic language of Modem architecture. In 
Jacobsen, that fluency meets an undergraduate's 
prolific enthusiasm for ideas and a master's skill in 
execution. It is a powerful combination. A popular 
one, too. In a field whose leading practitioners 
rarely achieve more than local fame, Jacobsen has 
made a national name. His work has been the subject 
of museum retrospectives and too many magazine 
features to remember. He is among the vanishingly 
small group of architects who can begin a sentence 
with the words, "In my second monograph .... " One 
might forgive an awards-program judge for subcon-
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sciously setting the bar a bit 
higher for him. 

But that would overlook 
another-and not the 
least-of Jacobsen's 
achievements. Robert A.M. 
Stem notes Jacobsen's con
tribution in upholding "the 
clarity of the Miesian tradi
tion while at the same time 
opening himself to context 
and stylistic play." But he 
also applauds his old class

mate for mustering "the energy, the commitment, 
the talent, the orchestration of events that make it 
possible to do work of such quality over a long peri
od of time." And, despite appearances, Jacobsen has 
produced this outstanding body of work while play
ing by the same rules as every other architect. One 
might be forgiven for viewing his portfolio as mere
ly a beautiful slide show, forgetting that each build
ing responds to a specific site, local climate, and 
owner program. But in these remarkable houses, as 
in any house, there must be a place for the vacuum 
cleaner, the roof must shed water, the neighbors 
must be appeased. Before a house can be great, it 
must meet the stringent standard of simply being 
good. And Hugh Jacobsen designs a good house. m 

Bruce D. Snider is a senior editor of CUSTOM HOME, 

a sister publication of residential architect. 

Jacobsen's best
known vernacular re
interpretations, includ
ing the neo-Gothic 
Kahn House (1985) 
and the telescoping 
Buckwalter House 
(1982), have entered 
the contemporary 
architectural vernacu
lar in their own right. 
Their continuing influ
ence, while difficult to 
measure, is impossible 
to deny. 

... and the front 

door must tell 

you it's better 

inside. and once 

you get inside, 

the house must 

deliver on why 

you've gone 

inside." 
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rising star: estes/twombly architects 

it was an evolution for estes/twombly to get choosy with its clients. 

now, there's a revolution under way in its design studio. 

by meghan drueding 

or 11 years, Jim Estes, AIA, and his family 
lived in an 1890s shingled cottage in 
Jamestown, R.I. Then, in 1996, he began 
designing a new Estes residence for a lot just 
a few streets away-this time infusing it with 
ideas he'd been itching to try out. The now-

complete new house contains elements of local 
building fonns, such as gabled roofs and a modest 

Bob Gothard 

scale, but its pared-down, 
Modernist-influenced aes
thetic represents something 
altogether different from the 
old cottage. 

Estes!Twombly partners Jim Estes (left) and Peter 
Twombly have refined their designs to produce 
spare, minimally detailed projects like Estes' own 
house (background). 

The evolution of the firm 
Estes founded, Estes/ 
Twombly Architects in 
Newport, R.I., is happening 
in much the same way. No 
longer content to design the 
large, historically inclined 
homes that paved their way 
to becoming one of the 
most respected residential 
firms in New England, 
Estes, partner Peter 
Twombly, AIA, and their 
five-person staff are trying 
to limit their work to small
er, more daring projects. 
"Good houses burn an 
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image in your mind," Estes 
says. "It's hard to keep a strong 
image going with a big house." 
Gale Goff, AIA, who's worked 
at the firm 11 years, agrees. 
"We don't want to be spitting 
out a 1902 house in 2002." 

This challenging new design 
direction has been a long time 
coming for Estes. The Vennont native and Dartmouth 
College grad fell in love with architecture during a 
summer spent building houses in a Vermont develop
ment called Prickly Mountain, under the tutelage of 
architect David Sellers. During architecture school at 
the Rhode Island School of Design, Estes supp01ted 
himself by working as a carpenter and contractor, con
tinuing to do so for several years after graduating in 
1971. In 1980, he opened a practice in Providence, 
R.I., with architect Williain Burgin, and they moved 
their business to Newport in 1988. A year later, Estes 
broke off and started his own firm, Estes & Co. 
Architects, in a former Baptist church in Newp01t's 
historic district. "When I went out on my own, I 
becaine interested in architecture all over again," he 
says. "I was much more intellectually involved than I 
had been in the past." 

For Twombly, too, the path to designing increas
ingly rigorous houses has been a circuitous one. 
Like Estes, he worked as a carpenter and attended 
design school at RISD, graduating in 1980. After 
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stints working in Providence and in the New York 
office of Rafael Viiioly, he took a job as an associate 
at Michael Graves Architects in Princeton, N.J. 
During his five years with Graves, he served as job 
captain on a renovation of the Newark (N.J.) 
Museum that ultimately won a national AIA Honor 
Award. While Graves' firm, which employed 60 
people at the time, differed greatly in size and scope 
from Estes', Twombly has noticed a common thread. 
"At Estes, like at Graves, the architect can bring a 
project to a very high level of resolution," he says. 
Also on his resume are a job at HLM Design in Iowa 
City, Iowa, and five years practicing on his own in 
Providence. He joined Estes & Co. in 1995 and 
became a partner (precipitating the name change to 
Estesffwombly) in 1999. 

change orders 
Which brings us to where Estes/Twombly is now
and that's an exciting place to be. The design mind
set of a New England coastal town like Newport or 
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Estes and Twombly 
like to break down the 
massing of large 
houses. This 3,500-
square-foot house in 
Jamestown, R.I. , is 
divided into two 
"houses," one for the 
owners and one for 
their children. A sun
filled great room, left, 
connects the parts. 
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The open floor plan of this shingled cottage, completed in the early 1990s, served as a forerunner to the more Modern work the firm is doing today. Instead of design
ing a separate entry, living room, dining room, and family room, Estes combined these uses in one central space in this 1,800-square-foot house in Jamestown, R.I. 
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its neighbor Jamestown is inherently conservative. 
Throughout the 1990s, Estes and his staff designed 
many renovations to older houses, or new houses 
that tweaked the Shingle Style vernacular with some 
butt-jointed glass here, an asymmetrically placed 
window there. The houses that came out of their 
office tended to be witty and sparingly detailed, and 
many of them won awards or were published in 
magazines and books. But they were never as mini
mal as Estes wanted. "I don't like to lay on a lot of 
trim and all that junk," he says. "Natural materials 
should speak for themselves." 

About five years ago, the firm aITived at the point 
where it could afford to turn down more work than 
it took on. Estes and his employees made a con
scious decision not to expand, to keep accepting the 
same number of projects but to be more selective 
about the ones they chose. 

That turned out to be a wise move. Their work, 
already known for its good looks and livability, has 
only gotten stronger. And it's evident from looking at 
an Estesffwombly house that whoever designed it 
must have enjoyed the process. A gentle sense of 
humor pervades each project, without degenerating 
into wackiness. The firm's tiniest built house to date, 
a 1,040-square-foot space on Block Island, R.I., 
attains "compound" status with its separate entry 
shed. (For more on the house, which won a merit 
award in the 2002 residential architect Design 
Awards contest, see May, page 63.) In a Warwick, 
R.I., subdivision, a graceful, shingled house whose 
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3,800-square-foot size is mitigated by skillful mass
ing seems to smirk at its overblown, pastiche-laden 
neighbors. "It's big," says owner Bob Paciti. "But it 
doesn't feel impersonal to us the way a bigger 
house can." Playful elements such as dumbwaiters, 
pop-up roof lanterns, and unexpected color schemes 
appear in Estes/Twombly's other recent projects. It 
seems the firm's self-imposed restriction-only 
take on interesting projects with interesting 
clients-has netted it more customers who are will
ing to take risks. 

Not that the new direction of Estes/Twombly's 
work is without context. The architects Estes most 
admires- Lake/Flato, Miller/Hull, Rick Joy, and 
Peter Bohlin, among others-are all known for their 
regionally appropriate work, and he doesn't plan to 
stray from the example they've set. Rather, he and 
Twombly just want to take the prevalent local build
ing types-tum-of-the-20th-century Shingle Style 
houses and more rustic agricultural structures- a 
few steps further than they've done in the past. They 
and Goff, who serve as chief architects on most of 
the projects that come through the office, like to 
play with traditional forms, breaking up a sedate 
gabled house into two pieces with a flat-roofed con
necting walkway. Their houses still contain old
school New England materials like wood shingles 
and fieldstone, but these elements are used in sur
prising ways, often in combination with more 
Modern, industrial items such as sheets of glass and 
galvanized metal. 

Utilitarian materials 
are another signature 
Estesrrwombly element. 
Estes' home contains 
barn siding applied 
horizontally rather than 
in the usual vertical 
fashion and barnyard
grade galvanized-steel 
roofing. 

"i don't like to lay 

on a lot of trim 

and all that junk. 

natural materials 

should speak for 

themselves." 

-jim estes 
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Like all the firm's proj
ects, this house in 
a Providence, R.I. , 
suburb is sited to 
maximize solar gain 
during winter. Deep roof 
overhangs provide 
shade during warmer 
months. 

"at estes, like 

at graves, the 

architect can 

bring a project 

to a very high 

level of 

resolution." 

-peter twombly 

business school 
Estes and Twombly's choice to stay small didn't just 
affect their designs, of course. Reducing the number 
of big projects they do also means reducing the big 
fees those houses command. "It's hard to do small 
custom houses and make a reasonable living," says 
Estes. "It takes just as long to design a house in the 
2,000-to-3,000-square-foot range as it does a larger 
house, but the fees are smaller." They don't have a 
magic formula, but they do have a streamlined design 
process that allows them to use their time as efficient
ly as possible. "We've done enough small houses so 
that we know what to do to be profitable," Estes con
tinues. "We have to constantly be on our guard 
against going off on tangents while designing a proj
ect. Also, we can't undercharge for our services." 

Everyone at the firm draws by hand, because it's the 
quickest way for them to get a design down on paper. 
Unlike many of their peers, neither partner pursues 
sidelines like teaching or writing books. Instead, they 
invest money and time in having their best work pro
fessionally photographed, then marketing themselves 
to book and magazine publishers. Students and young 
architects read design publications as much as con
sumers do, and Estes and Twombly know that in order 
to attract new talent as well as new clients, they've got 
to keep their name out there. 

Occasionally, they'll decide to sell a floor plan, 
though they don't market that pa.it of their business. "If 
someone calls and asks, and they're not planning on 
building the house anywhere near here, and the client 
agrees to it," says Twombly, "then we'll sell them the 
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plan. But always with no modifications." They're 
aware that many of their colleagues would condemn 
this practice, but if it means they can design one more 
house that pushes the envelope rather than a big, pleas
ant Shingle Revival, they'll take that trade-off. 

ongoing challenge 
Goff, also a RISD alum, thinks the education she, 
Estes, and Twombly received has had a major impact 
on the firm's design ideals. "What I took out of RISD 

was the idea that a design philosophy should be coher
ent," she says. "It should follow throughout the project. 
Peter, Jim, and I all have different styles, but the idea 
that you should be consistent has really been ham
mered into all of us." Hence Estes!fwombly's commit
ment to taking on only intellectually demanding proj
ects. More demonstrations of this new direction are in 
the pipeline. Among the fum's on-the-boards projects 
are a Modem house on a 20-by-28 footprint, an addi
tion to a 1960s Modem kit house, and a sustainably 
designed home for a retired clergyman. 

Estes and Twombly are their own worst critics. 
To walk through a finished project with one of them 
is to hear everything they should have done differ
ently, or everything they wish their clients had let 
them do. But perhaps that dissatisfaction is the key to 
the ever-growing quality of their designs. They keep 
pushing themselves, their staff, and their clients, and 
relish the constant change this course of action 
inevitably sets in motion. Ask Estes what he thinks the 
fum's work will look like in 10 years, and he'll tell 
you he has no idea. That's just the way he likes it. ra 
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I j ! 1 J 

So install the wrap that won't 1et you down-

during and after installation. 

THE BETTER BALANCED HOUSEWRAP. 

For your free copy of the Typat specifications guiJ~f ... 
and installation CD, call 1 .800.321.6271. } } 

Or visit www.reemay.com 
or email housewrap@reemay.com. 

' '!:i 
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doctor spec 

what's in a frame? 
there's no need to stick with wood framing when steel may be just as sweet. 

by nigel f. maynard 

emember the good 'ole 
days? Not the heady 
times when the NASDAQ 

flirted with 5,200, but the 
days when you could design 
a house and rest assured 
that your wood-framed 
walls would stand straight 
and last well into the future. 
Well, those days are gone: 
The NASDAQ spends most 
of its time below 2,000, and 
it's getting harder for archi
tects to spec wood framing 
and sleep soundly at night. 

Wood framing has been 
the number-one choice for 
architects and home 
builders as far back as any
one can remember. The ver
satile material performs 
well, is inexpensive and 
readily available, and offers 
excellent natural insulation. 
With such impressive defin
ing qualities, it's easy to 
understand lumber's lofty 
position in the building 
products lexicon. 

Deciding on wood used to 
be a no-brainer, but depend
ing on where you ply your 
trade, the decision might now 
require a panel of experts to 
mrninate on the pros and 
cons. That's because volatile 
lumber prices, environmental 
issues, lumber quality, and 
the onslaught of the For
mosan subtelTanean termite 
mean wood is no longer the 
ineluctable choice. 

Courtesy Steel Framing Alliance 

Steel framing will give you straight walls and protect your finished 
work from fire and termites, but how much its thermal inefficiency 
and installation will cost is still up for debate. 

framing the 
issues 
If you practice in, say, 
Hawaii, an army of vora
cious termites may be 
poised to eat your finished 
work. The Honolulu Star
Bulletin reported last year 
that of the more than 
$1 billion in damages sub
terranean termites cause 
annually in the United 
States, $100 million occurs 
in Hawaii alone. (Florida, 
New Orleans, and San 
Diego are also especially 
tasty locales for the pest.) 

Depending on whom 
you believe, lumber quality 
is a substantial problem as 
well. Some in the industry 
claim that lumber is now 
prematurely harvested from 
juvenile trees, and the 
resulting wood is more 
prone to shrinking and 
warping. Architect Lee 
Mueller, with LWM Design 
Associates in Apple Valley, 
Calif., says this is a serious 
problem for production 
builders in arid Las Vegas. 

"When lumber is cut and 
assembled and plated with 

tmsses, it has one level of 
moisture content," Mueller 
says. "But by the time it's 
installed and covered with 
envelope material and sub
jected to heat, there are 
huge problems with crack
ing and shrinking." 

McLean, Va., architect 
Randall Mars says he, too, 
has seen a steady decline in 
the quality of lumber. 
"When you have to pick 
through so many more 
wood studs to get straight 
ones, it would be much 
easier if you just used 
metal." Which is exactly 
what more architects and 
home builders are doing. 

steeler's wheel 
"There are tons of attrib
utes that make steel a better 
building material than 
wood," says Lisa Stevens, 
director of marketing and 
branding services at the 
Steel Framing Alliance in 
Washington, D.C. "It's not 
organic like wood, so you 
don't have issues of shrink
ing, cracking, and expan
sion and contraction. Your 
corners will be square and 
your walls straight." 

Steel has the highest 
strength-to-weight ratio of 
any building material, and 
because the studs are con
nected with screws, the 

continued on page 70 
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chance of a pull-out in high try to adopt new techniques per-square-foot premium 
winds is low. Steel is also is like waiting for Godot. over wood. And individual 
fire-resistant, relatively inex- Another issue is the con- assemblies such as interior 
pensive in price, stable in tention that steel studs will wall studs and floor fram-
price, consistent in quality, corrode over time and cause ing may not cost more than 
and impervious to termites. the house to collapse, says lumber or engineered-wood 

Architect Bob Lazo, AIA, Nader Elhajj, a project man- assemblies. But the product 
says teri:iiite-resistance is the ager at the National Associa- is less energy-efficient than 
main reason almost 60 per- tion of Home Builders wood, so applying reme-
cent of all stick-frame hous- Research Center in Upper dies-such as a thermal 
ing in Hawaii is done with at Marlboro, Md. However, an break-adds to the overall 
least some steel. The princi- ongoing study by the center expense, the research center 
pal of Robert Alexander so far disproves this theory, says in the study. 
Lazo Architects, AIA, Hon- he says. Lazo says cost depends 
olulu, uses steel framing in But the main concern on the project, the part of 
about half of his homes. with steel appears to be the country, the price of 
Mars also likes steel, because cost. "The building industry lumber, and the contractor. 
he can get tighter stud place- is sensitive to the bottom "Some contractors can 
ment and because the studs line," says Mueller. "There- come in cheaper than wood 
come with precut openings fore, the question is, would when using steel framing," 
so he can run plumbing and [steel] be more economical Lazo says. "Some can 
wiring through them with or cost-competitive?" The come in at around the same 
greater ease. answer so far appears to be price. If you have a con-

no-at least in the short run. tractor who's familiar with 

trouble spots According to the NABB steel and has some experi-
But steel does have some Research Center study, ence with it, the advantages 
drawbacks. First, it hasn't steel-framed homes gener- become more apparent." 
gained wide acceptance for ally cost more than their Building-code accept-
residential application, be- wood-framed counterparts. ance was once a major hur-
cause waiting for the conser- The material cost for steel dle as well, but Stevens 
vative home building indus- is low-only a $1-to-$2.50- says steel is on the cusp of 

steel away 
Steel framing is no cakewalk-a basic understanding of its potential and pitfalls is important. 
The following sources provide a good foundation. 

american institute of 
steel construction 
Chicago 
312.670.2400 
www.aisc.org 

american iron and 
isteel institute 
Washington, D.C. 
~Ol1r.452,710Q 

. t~~.;J:\v/st~eJ;.otg 
*'t:'':fJ'·,9,•.' 
l><'·.;;..«·: 

national ass.ociation 
of home builders 
research center 
Upper Marlboro; Md. 
800.638.8556 
www.nahbrc.org 

national frame 
builders asso.c'iation 
Lawrence, Kan . 
800.557.6957 
www.postframe.org 

steel framing alliance 
Washington, D.C. 
202.785.2022 
www.steelfrarhingalliance.cbm 

steel stud 
manufa.cturers 
association 
Chicago 
312.456.5590 
vvww.ssma.com 

wei-wen yu center 
for cold:.formed 
steel structures 
University of 1v1issouri-Rolla 
Rolla, Mo. 
573.341.4471 
www.umr.edu/~ccfss 

full adoption by various 
code bodies. The Interna
tional Residential Code and 
the International Building 
Code have provisions for 
steel framing, and Stevens 
says it's only a matter of 
time until they become uni
versal. (The Council of 
American Building Offi
cials [CABO] has had pro
visions since 1996, but they 
cover only certain parts of 
the country, Stevens says.) 

Despite the umesolved 
issues, some architects are 
already sold on steel. Lee 
Mueller's current project, a 
3, 600-square-foot custom 
home in Riverside, Calif., 
has no wood framing at all. 
It employs a fast-track 
foundation system with 
corrugated panels as the 
stern wall and a corrugated 
form pan for the concrete 
floors. Its shear walls are 
made from a panel product 
called Sure-Board, manu
factured by CEMCO in City 
of Industry, Calif., which 
consists of light-gauge steel 
laminated to standard dry
wall. When the drywall is 
installed, the shear 
diaphragm is installed as 
well. 

"Steel provides archi
tects with tremendous 
design options," Mueller 
says. "You just have to 
think outside the box. It's 
simply another material 
that requires some basic 
understanding of what its 
potential is and what its 
limitations are." His 
advice? "If you have never 
worked with it before, 
align yourself with some
one who has." ra 
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THE NEW VICTORIAN™ FAUCET. 

THOUSANDS OF HOURS IN DEVELOPMENT. INSTANT CUSTOMER APPROVAL. 
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Our meticulous design process means easy installation 

Time well spent: We've designed a complete family of 
kitchen and bath faucets and accessories that adds 

charm to today's popular, traditional decor. It also does a 
------'----------beautiful job of attracting customers. 

Thoroughly inspeeted over 100 times (including air and . 
water leak testing) to catch ·even the smallest imperfection. 

----............... The result is a faucet that looks and performs flawlessly. 

•------------- Model # 3555-NNLHP H212NN 

features for you .. Our patented Quick-Snap® feature makes------
connections to water supply hoses a snap. And height-adjustable 
end valves ensure both handles will be aligned correctly. 

For more information about Delta® products including our 
lifetime limited warranty, call: 1-800-345-DELTA (3358). 
Or check out our Web site at www.dettafaucet.com. 

Circle no. 350 

~DELTA. 
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off the shelf 

pattern makers 
tempting tiles in myriad styles. 

fabric feel 

Sahara by Diago replicates natural, textured fabrics such as 

sisal and tweed. The 13-by-13-inch glazed porcelain tiles 

work for both floor and wall installations. The floor tile is 

sealed to protect the uneven surface from collecting dirt. Tile 

of Spain Center, 305.446.4387; www.tilespain.com. 

tisket tasket 

Antique Terracotta Basket 

Weave tile is made from 

reclaimed terra-cotta floors 

cut into playful patterns. 

Mesh-mounted in 12-inch 

sections or custom-

designed, the tiles have a distinct patina from years of wear and 

weathering. Mellow shades of ocher, salmon, and apricot vary 

as widely as the French homes in which the tiles originate. 

Cavendish Grey, 323.653.2230. 

72 www.residentialarchitect.com 

inside out 
Part of the Veranda Stone Collection, Aurora tiles 
combine natural slate's good looks with porce
lain's strength so inside floors flow seamlessly to 
outdoor spaces. The tiles come in two finishes, 
slip-resistant for outdoor use and smooth for easy
to-clean interior applications. Two sizes are avail
able: 18 by 18 inches and 12 by 12 inches. 
Crossville Porcelain Stone/USA, 800.221.9093; 
www.crossville-ceramics.com. 

continued on page 7 4 
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Blue Chip {SW 6959} 

ANNOUNCING A COMPLETELY NEW WAY 

TO LOOH RT COLOR. 

The New Sherwin-Williams COLOR System has more than I,000 original colors 
and new tools to help you specify them. 

See your Sherwin-Williams Architectural Account Executive 

or call 800-524-5979 to have a representative contact you. 

The Colors. The Paint. The Possibilities~·· 

www.sherwin-williams.com 

Circle no. 20 



off the shelf 

glazed over 

Alhambra polychrome 

tiles hark back to Arts 

and Crafts influences for 

their colorful aesthetic. 

Available 6 by 6 inches 

or 4 by 4 inches, the richly glazed tiles come in green, green 

oak, and dark ocean. Glazes are mixed according to Motawi 
copper copia 
Caracol Oxblood Planks are made by heating copper, 
which results in a metallic palette of deep reds, blacks, 
and browns. The tiles are completed with rivets on 
either end for a rustic, aged appearance appropriate for 
wall or floor applications. The tiles are 2 inches wide 
and come 6 or 12 inches long. Ann Sacks, 
800.278.TILE; www.annsacks.com. 

family recipes. Motawi Tile, 734.213.0017; www.motawi.com. 

wine country 
The rich heritage of one of France's most 
famous wine regions yields the Cote d' Or 
Collection. The design motifs blend aged 
limestone paving with veined marble inlay 
and decorative accent tiles. Each piece is set, 
filled, and finished by hand. Six borders, 
three liners, three dots, two field stones, a 
medallion, and a variety of moldings make 
up the collection. Walker Zanger, 
877.611.0199; www.walkerzanger.com. 

74 www.residentialarchitect.com 

up in smoke 

Furno floor tiles capture the fluid motion of smoke plumes against a black back-

ground. The two-piece photo tile set comes in commercially rated ceramic or porce-

lain in 16 by 16 inches. A standard and a slip-resistant finish are available. The tiles 

will never fade and are chemical-resistant, waterproof, and suitable for indoor or out-

door use, says the company. Imagine Tile, 800.680.TILE; www.imaginetile.com. 

-shelley d. hutchins 
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THE ROOF IS BEAUTIFUL, 
ESPECIALLY WHEN THE WEATHER IS NOT. 

Presenting MiraVista® Designer Metal Specialty Roofing. Its patented interlocking design gives it an elegant, seamless look you won 't find anywhere 

else. This unique folded const ruction also gives Designer Metal superior performance against the harshest weather conditions such as heavy snow, high w inds 

and hail. Use the MiraSpec"" Design & Specification Tools on our web site to help you select, design and instal l the perfect MiraVista roof for you1- next job. 

To learn more about MiraVist a Slate, Shake, Copper or Designer Metal visit www.miravistaroof.com or call 1-800-GET-PINK. 

EXTERIORS WE KNOW HOMES."' 
Circle no. 375 



architects' choice 

product picks from the pros. 

mastro & skylar 
architects 

lace veneer 

claudia skylar 
and James mastro 
chicago 

affordable luxury 
Hardware often gets slighted when the 
budget is tight, but, Skylar adds, "it's 
also one of those touches that can make 
all the difference in the world." That's 
why, on a thrifty budget, the firm specs 
Rocky Mountain Hardware's "builders' 
series" instead of the manufacturer's 
more expensive high-end pieces. "It's 
still a luxury item, but it's priced well," 
says the architect. This entry set meas
ures 2Yz by 5Yz inches. Rocky Mountain 
Hardware, 888.788.2013; www.rocky 
mountainhardware.com. 

"We couldn't do custom cabinetry 
without Bacon Veneer," Skylar 
says. Bacon offers veneers in 
nearly every wood species and in 
virtually unlimited sizes; if a par
ticular wood is not available in cut 
veneer, the company can often 
find a matching species. Mastro & 
Skylar prefers wood without stains 
if possible, so it is very careful 
about selecting species for color 
and pattern. Here, the duo chose 
lacewood for the upper cabinets in 
their own kitchen. Bacon Veneer, 
708.547.6673; www.baconveneer 
. com. 

76 www . residentialarchitect . com 

pedestal power 

"The best pedestal sink is the Happy D," says Skylar, whose 

firm speced two for this bathroom. The vitreous-china sink 

comes in widths of 25 Yz or 29Yz inches. "It has a great design 

and is priced decently," she says. "It works well in modem 

applications but can even look good in a more traditional 

environment." Duravit, 888.387.2848; www.duravit.com. 

in and out 
Mastro & Skylar is 
a fan of all Bega 
light fixtures , but 
it especially likes 
this exterior light 
for interior appli
cations. Made from 
die-cast aluminum 
and stainless steel, the 
low-voltage fixture comes in 
4% or 6% inches in diameter. "They are well
designed," Skylar says. "They have heft, and 
they aren't tinny. They are well worth the 
price, which isn't real high." Bega Lighting, 
805.684.0533; www.bega-usa.com . 

-nigel f maynard 

residential architect! june 2002 



The Unico System. Flexible Mini-Duct Systems For High Performance Cooling and Heating. 

Now you can install a high performance cooling and heating system no matter what sort of design you choose for your custom home. The Uni co 

System's flexible mini-ducts fit easily into the most: complex designs where conventional HVAC systems can't - including curved walls and 

vaulted ceilings - providing even temperatures throughout each room. Outlets are 

small and subtle to match any decor. With the Unico System, you'll enjoy the superior 

performance of quiet, dra~-free cooling and heating a!lyear long. The Unico System® 



Allerna4'-I The industry's 

first fusion~crafted 

exterior wood compos

ite door. Alterna by 

DoorCraft® 

provides the best of 

wood, steel and 

fiberglass without the 

drawbacks. A beautiful 

entrance door with 

proven performance. 

It won't dent or split and it's paintable and stainable. 

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 

(800) 877-9482, ext. PSCH or visit www.alternadoors.com. 

Circle no.1 

Morgan® Choose 
1 Morgan for the best 

in genuine oak, meranti

mahogany, and pine wood 

stile and rail doors. With 

a century-old reputation 

for quality, Morgan 

offers ten times more 

exterior designs and 

three times more 

interior designs than 

many other manufacturers. For product literature or a 

dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSM or visit 

www.morgandoors.com. 

Circle no. 8 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

fmpression'~ Mirror 

door by 'DoorCraft'" 

Impression Mirror 

door from DoorCraft 

adds beauty and 

dimension to any 

room. The Impression 

Mirror door is ideal 

for use in a bedroom, 

bathroom or closet. 

Applications include 

sliding pocket door, sliding bypass unit, or swinging 

passage doors. Use the mirror door to visually expand 

the size of the room . For product literature or a dealer 

near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSOM or visit 

www.doorcrattdoors.com. 

Circle no. 2 

!!!!~~~!!!!!!!-§-~~- Norco® Radius Head 
Clad Wood Patio Door 

The Norco patio door 

line now includes 

a radius head patio 

door and a half

panel clad patio 

door. For those who 

love the look of a 

patio door with 

arched transom. 

The sophisticated designs combine the look of bygone 

elegance with modern convenience. Full doors swing 

open for easy use. For product literature or a dealer 

near you, call (888) 476-6726, ext. PSN or visit 

www.norcowindows.com. 

Circle no. 9 .. 

tWP0 Aurora, 

the worlds finest com

posite doors. Beautiful 

doors specifically engi

neered to withstand the 

harshest elements. The 

Aurora line is an excel

lent value, designed to 

reflect all of the beauty, 

texture and weight of a 

premium hardwood door 

while being virtually maintenance-free. This unprece

dented composite door offers numerous design choices; 

glass options and finish colors. For product literature or 

a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSIWPA or 

visit www.iwpdoor.com. 

Circle no. 3 

Caradco" SmartFit"' 

Clad Wood Double

Hung Window 

An affordable, high

quality builder's win

dow engineered to your 

requests. Tilt-in remov

able top and bottom 

sash; Aluminum clad 

exteriors in 3 colors; 

High-performance 

Argon-filled LoE2®; Natural wood interiors or pre-painted 

white are only a few of our standard SmartFit features. 

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 

(800) 236-1866 ext. PSCSF or visit www.caradco.com. 

Circle no. 10 

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 800-877-9482 



As seen in 

-, Nord'~ known for 

I intricate detail, 

; dramatic designs 

\ and unparalleled 

, selections that 

J demonstrate wood 's 

, _ beauty. The Nord 

offering includes fir, 

meranti-mahogany, 

as well as hemlock. 
~~=~=~~, ,,.-..c~~--,~·-·-··-·~--·-·4 

Products include 

exterior, 8'0" and interior doors, sidelights, transoms, French 

doors and bifolds. For product literature or a dealer near 

you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSDN 

or visit www.norddoor.com. 

Circle no. 4 

OoorCraft'~ Exterior 

Steel doors You'll find 

wood or steel edge 

options along with 

24- and 25-gauge 

, galvanized steel faces 

that are ready for a 

variety of finishes, 

or ready to install with 

no finishing required. 

These rugged , rust

proof and energy-efficient quality doors are backed by 

a 10-year warranty. And for added protection, DoorCraft 

offers 90-minute fire-rated doors on sizes up to 3'0" wide 

by 7'0" high. For product literature or a dealer near you , 

call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSDE or visit www.doorcraft

doors.com. 

Circle no. 11 

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION .', 

PozziGi Precision 

. Double-Hung 

· Building on the 

. artful and innovative 

' designs that have 

distinguished its 

products for the 

past 34 years, Pozzi 

Wood Windows® is 

J';/ pleased to introduce 
.-. ..... __ ,.,. __ ,..,,..z _J the Precision 

Double-Hung Window. This is an enhanced product 

that delivers the same quality and high performance 

as Pozzi 's earlier double-hung windows but with the 

added aesthetic of concealing the vinyl jamb liner. 

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 

(800) 257-9663, ext. PSPDH or visit www.pozzi.com. 

Circle no. 5 

the: IWP® £state"' 

Collection. 

This new door line 

from IWP is beauti

fully handcrafted, 

built with old-world 

craftmanship for 

new world archi

tecture. These 

beautifully aged 

wooden doors 

match any architectural style. The IWP Estate 

Collection includes 30 door designs built from 

solid clear or knotty alder, with a choice of 25 finish 

colors, 4 finish textures and 15 pieces of metal 

accents. For product literature or a dealer near you, 

call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSIWPE 

or visit www.iwpdoor.com. 

Circle no. 12 

······: ' 

~=~==------ --·· 1 Summir:i series 9000 

L--~------"-- MagnaFrame".The 
i--~......,.=~,.--.~:=:z- Summit 9000 Series 

is a new, vinyl , wide 

profile, architecturally 

designed window, 

. offered as single-

, • hung, double-hung, 

slider or custom fixed. 

With the benefits of 

vinyl and wood in 

one, the Series 9000 is low maintenance, energy 

efficient and durable. Use it to create a classic look 

in an existing home, or add a contemporary look in 

new construction . For product literature or a dealer 

near you , call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSS or visit 

www.summitwindows.com. 

Circle no. 7 

- ~ Caradcr/ 9 Tradition 

Plus Casement 

: Window 

The Tradition Plus line 

of clad casement win-

. dows from Caradco are 

designed to be more 

appealing in terms of 

energy efficiency and 

beauty. Aluminum 

cladding on the sash 

is mitered for a more visually pleasing appearance and 

enhanced performance. Automated wet glaze adds fur

ther protection against the elements and offers cleaner 

lines. For product literature or a dealer near you, call 

(800) 236-1866 ext. PSCTP or visit www.caradco.com. 

Circle no. 13 

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 800-877-9482 
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special advertising section 

architect's showcase 

Western Red Cedar Finish Lumber 
Excellent for Vacation Hmnes and Resort Communities 

Best Grades of 
• Exterior Sidings 
• Interior T &G Panelings 
•Decking 
• Shakes/Shingles 
• Timbers and Beams 

All Sizes of Sauna Kits 

Ask about our full line of Yellow Cedar 

Decking, Panelings, Timbers 
Also 

Worldwide Delivery To Your Door • #1 Douglas Fir Timbers 

• Pine or Hardwood Floorings 

Check our website for Free Gift Offer • Redwood T &G 

bearcreeklumber.com • custom Milling Available 
Circle 401 

COLUMNS, BALUSTRADES & MOULDINGS 

SftE1LTON G2 
. · Makes It Q)LASSIC 

• Fiberglass Columns 

• Poly/Marble 
Columns & 
Balustrades 

• Synthetic Stone 
Balustrades 
& Columns 

• Wood Columns 

• Cast Stone 
Balustrades 
& Details 

• Polyurethane 
BalllStrades. 
Mouldings 
& Details 

• GFRC Columns 
& Cornices 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

Bathroom 
Exhaust Kits 
CFM 
(Continental Fan 
Manufacturing) 
introduces the 
STRONGEST 

.- and QUIETEST 
method of bath-

, room ventilation. 
Remote mounted 
fans allow for a 
stronger, more 
powerful attic 
mounted fan, to 
power one or two 
ceiling mounted 
grills. This keeps •mii-.1m•••I!! the noise out of 

the living space and allows for near 
silent, powerful ventilation. CONTINEN
TAL Bath Kits are Stronger. Quieter. 
Better. 

www.continentalfan.com 

Continental Fan Manufacturing Inc. 
203 Eggert Rd, Buffalo, NY 14215 
Tel: 1-800-779-4021 
Fax: 1-800-779-4022 

Circle 402 

Finally, 
low-cost 
protection against 
washing machine 
leaks and floods! 
Designer inspired 
• new construction 
• older homes 
• apartments 
• condominiums 

All/II,, inc. 
P.O . Box 1782 
Stanwood, WA 98292 

PHONE 
(360) 629-9269 
FAX 

(360) 629-2838 
ORDER 
1-800-929-9269 
WEB 

www.floodsaver.com 

Circle 404 
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special advertising section 

architect's showcase 

Summit Door, Inc. 
Custom wood sectional garage 
doors. Unlimited variety of wood 
species and design possibilities. 
Create your own design or choose 
one of ours. Available through our 
dealer network or direct to the 
builder. Call our office or fax us your 
blueprint. Toll free (888)SMT-DOOR. 
Fax (909)272-6367. 
Visit us at www.summit-door.com. 

Circle 405 

di 6cove r > BOLECTION ' " DOOR 

,. .. 
a oummer'o tale 

OPEN TO THE POSSJ BILITIES 

336/851-5208 Fax 336/851 -5209 or 888/51 1-5209 

www.bolectiondoo r.corn 

Circ le 408 
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Decorative Flush 
Style Sprinkler 

Tyco Fire Products' TFP 1 
combines economy, 
aesthetics, and has a 

coverage area up to 20' x 20'. 

For more information on Tyco Fire Products' TFP 1 
and our full line of residential sprinklers, contact 

TYCO FIRE PRODUCTS 
Phone: (800) 523-6512 •Fax: (215) 362-5385 

www.tyco-fire .com 

tqca I Flow I Tyco FiTe 
/Control / PToducts 

Circle 406 

We Stock More Varieties of 

Columns 
Than Rome and Greece Combined 

NowYouCan 

Buy Direct 
From a Stocking Warehouse 

and 

$$Save$$ 

www . residentialarchitect . com 81 
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Polymer Stone 
, (-- :1: 

.,J.1' 

• Jobsite delivery 

• Durable and long-lasting 

• For use in both interior 
and exterior applications 

• Wide variety of sizes, 
styles, and finishes 

• Custom orders 

• Engineered and patent
ed balustrades system is 
easy to install 

Call 

'_fD ·g '-[3 ,>;~(65 .-) (Ll · fa ~ 
Fax: 630.876.3098 

Only one company builds extraordinarily 
beautiful stairways that meet and exceed AWI 

standards. The possibilities are endless. 

Phone us at (800) 558-5096 or visit our 
Web site for inspiration and information. 

www.arcways.com 

Circle 412 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

HARDWOODS & FINISHES -
FREE SPECIFYING CD! 

With the Hardwood Council's interac
tive CD, The Finishing Touch, you can 
apply 'virtual' stains to 21 hardwood 
species and four room settings. The 
CD also includes the basics of smart 
specifying for hardwoods and finishes, 
tips for successful project manage
ment, a species guide, photo gallery, 
and more! 

The Hardwood Council 
412-281-4980 •Circle 411 

Order online at www.hardwoodcouncil.com 

Residential Catalog 
Catalog details Marvin's complete line of 
wood and clad wood windows and doors. 
Includes beautiful color photography and 
information on standard and custom sizes. 

Circle 413 
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·: '·" ·'' , .. ' 

:·bas·• ·W1nus 1r.c.·: · 
23 iHACK GREEN ROAD ... · ...•.. 
POUND RIDGE, NY 10576 . 

PHONE: 9.14~764~56,7~ >; .. 
: FAX~ 914-764~'0029 : 

residential architect I june 2002 

700 DOOR DESIGNS 

Finely crafted doors in hardwoods, 
iron, beveled and stained g.lass. Hand 
carved fireplace mantels. Interior and 

exterior hardwood shutters in many 
exclusive designs. 

REQUEST CATALOG SET: 
600 plus full color pages 
See us at the NAHB Show 

+PINECREST 
211 8 BLAISDELL AVENUE 
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55404-2490 
TELEPHONE (612)871-7071 
Internet: www.plnecrestinc.com 
Email: lnfo@plnecrestinc.com 
Circle 416 
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Nature's detailing 
manifests the 

symbiosis between 
an aged country 
dwelling and its 
natural setting. 

Occasionally, we 
can aid this subtle 

process. 
Visit our showcase 
and discover the 

ambiance vital for ~~~~~~~~~! 
the serenity of your ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

residence. ._ 

www . residentialarchitect.com 

Integrity® Windows and 
Doors Catalog 

Integrity Window and Doors from Marvin 
offers a complete product catalog that 
features Integrity's full line of Ultrex® clad 
wood windows and doors. Highlights 
include beautiful color photographs and 
detailed information on the company's 
latest innovations. Easy-to-read 
construction details and standard sizes are 
included for each product. (FREE) 

888-537-8263 
www.integritywindows.com 

Circle 418 

NEW FIREPLACE DESIGN SOLUTIONS™ 
CD FROM CULTURED STONE® 
This interactive program opens up a 
new world of design possibilities. It 
helps you plan, design, draw, estimate 
and present the perfect stone fireplace for 
any application. To find out everything 
that it can do and all the ways it can 
help, call 800-644-4487. 

Circle 420 
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Circle 421 

Ventilate All Baths 
with One Quiet Fan 

ALOES ventilation specialists offer multiple solutions to 
noisy and ineffective bathroom fans. Quality remote 

mounted fans provide both quiet and effective exhaust. 
Systems available for 1 to 6 baths. 

• SIMPLE TO INSTALL • ENERGY EFFICIENT 

• COST EFFECTIVE • SUPER QUIET 

AL.DES 
THE ART OF VENTILATING 

AMERICAN ALOES VENTILATION CORP. 
4537 Northgate Court 

Sarasota, FL 34234-2124 
lnfo@aldes-us.com 

800-255-7749 • www.americanaldes.com 
Circle 423 

r es i dent i a l architect I june 2002 

••• 

LOC~RY®Aluminum Decking 

The One Step Roof Deck System 

mfi=~~~~-,-: Absolutely Water Tight 
~tile • Easy Installation • Non ... Skid Surface 

.e~'W~ 
, t -800-711-1785 • Fax (256) 287-04 t 7 

!'J.rTofJ'?;mM"if··· E~~I: lnfo@lockdry.com • www.lockdry.com 
" · M~'4#5,816,o• 0 • Meets or Exceeds SBCCI Bulldln Code 

Circle 424 

Framing curves has never been so easy. Simply bend Flex-C Trac 

by hand to frame everyth ing from barrel vaults and curved wall s to 

columns and wavy ceilings. Flex-C Trac works great with both wood 

and metal stud application . Beautiful curves are just around the Bend. 

Available in 3 % ", 2 li", 6" and Angle. 

Call us at 405.715.1799 or visit us at www.flexc.com 
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The New Pinnacle 
Series Line of Wood 
Windows ~ Doors 

For ultimate quality and outstandir 
value, set your sights on the Pinna1 
Series of wood windows & patio 
doors from Windsor Windows & 
Doors. Re-engineered for peak 
performance, long lasting durabilit: 
and beauty, Pinnacle wood windov 
& patio doors soar above the rest 

• Excellent Performance Rat ings 

• Extruded Aluminum Sash & Fra1 

• Re-glazeable Sash 

• Dual Sealed Glass 

• Easy To Operate & Maintain 

• Available in a Variety of Standar 
& Custom Shapes & Colors 

Guide your customers to the 
top-of-the-line windows for 
their top-of-the-line homes. 

WINDSOR 
WINDOWS & DOORS 

PINNACLE 

800-887-0 I I I 
www.windsorwindows.com 
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end quote 

plain geometry 
walter l. dodge house, los angeles, 1914-1916 

irving gill 

"any deviation from siniplicity results in a loss of dignity." 

88 

• rving Gill's desire to eliminate all architectural ornament took 

I shape with his design for the Walter L. Dodge House in 

what's now the West Hollywood section of Los Angeles. This 

residence for a Midwestern couple featured pure cubist forms, 

layered to provide the owners with as much access to the out-

doors as possible. In addition to the 6,500 square feet that the 

house itself occupied, terraces and porches encompassed another 

1, 100 square feet. Gardens by landscape architect Wilbur David 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

-in•ing gill 

Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, HABS, CAL, 19-LOSAN, 27-5 

Cook complemented the exterior's geometric forms. 

The Dodge House set an example for architects struggling 

with the local problem of making buildings earthquake-resistant. 

Between its two, 8-inch-thick layers of reinforced-concrete walls, 

Gill placed a felt membrane and a steel latticework, intended to 

strengthen the house against a quake's impact. 

Sadly, a developer demolished the Walter L. Dodge House in 

1970.-nieghan drueding 
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